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LH CHASSIS SERIES I
SERVICE MANUAL

Ind·ex to Sections

General Data
General Notes
Tools
Section "Wl"
"W2"

Perkins Engine

Section "Nl"

Outch
Fluid Coupling

"N2"
Section "Sl"
"S2"
Section "Cl"
"C2"

BRITISH

~

LEYLANP

Semi-automatic Gearbox
Manual Change Speed
Semi Automatic Change Speed
Front Axle

Section "Ml''
Section "M2"

Rear Axle

Section "P"'

Transmission

Section "G-1"
Section "G 2"

Steering, Marles

Section "V"

Radiator

Rear Axle

Steering, Burman

~'Q"

Brake Gear

Section "D"
Section " U".
Section "L,,

Suspension
Electrical

Section "F"

Lubrication

Fuel System

The index letter 'symbol' of the various sections is related to the· relevant assembl,ies in the vehicle spare parts
lists; this will ensure ease of reference and provide a basis for the issue of supplements. to cover variations
within the entire chassis range.

Trucl< and Bus Division
.~eyland Motor$ Plant
:·Leyland P,rest.on

Lancashire~

>Publications Part No:TBL0066
English

Synchromesh Gearbox

Section " E"

Section

Note:-

Leyland Engine

®

BRITISHLEYLAND UK .LJ·MITED
{2nd Edition).

BRISTOL LIGHT HORIZONTAL VEHICLE DATA
This chassis is designed to accommodate a single deck full-fronted Public Service stage carriage or a luxury coach body
from 22 ft. to 36 ft. long according to chassis wheelbase and a width of 7ft. 6ins. to 8ft. 2~ins.
The chassis is suitable for a maximum gross vehicle weight of 24,500 lbs (11 tons approx) with suitable springs and
tyres.
The chassis are identified by the following symbols:CHASSIS WHEELBASE

LHS 12ft. 6ins.
LH 16ft. 2ins.
LHL 18ft. 6ins.

FRONT TRACK

LHS 6ft. 4.7/8ins. (7.50 or 8.25 x 20 tyres)
LH 6ft. 4.7/8ins. (8.25 x 20 tyres)
6ft. 4.7/8ins. (9.00 x 20 tyres)
LHL 6ft. 4.7/8ins. (8.25 x 20 tyres)
6ft. 3.7/8ins. (9.00 x 20 tyres)

REAR TRACK

All types Sft. 8.5/8ins.

WHEELS

Front

B.6.0. x 20 dia 5.1 ins. offset
B.6.5 (md) x 20 dia. 5.6 ins. offset
6.75 x 22.5 dia. 5.5 ins. offset - tubeless.

Wheels are 8 stud f1Xing.
TYRES

7.50 x 20 (max. GVW 9.6 tons)
8.25 X 20
9.00 X 20
10 x 22.5 (tubeless tyres)
The combination of the above is dependent on the chassis type.

ENGINE

Alternatives
Perkins Horizontal H6-354
Leyland Horizontal 0.400
or 0.041

CLUTCH

5.8 litres
6.541itres 125 bhp
6.541itres 138 bhp

Engines are flexibly mounted .in the amidships underfloor position.
Borg & Beck AS.l4
Perkins Engine
Single dry plate
Leyland Engine

Borg & Beck AS.l5
Single dry plate

These clutches have hydraulic actuation.
When a Self-Changing Gears semi-automatic gearbox is fitted with the Leyland
0.400 engine a fluid flywheel or fluid clutch are fitted.
Oil capacity 3.1/8 gallons.
Oil specification SAE.20 or SAE.30.
GEARBOX

(a)

A Turner 5 speed TS/400 ~ynchromesh gearbox is unit mounted with the
engine, and provides synchromesh engagement on 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th
gears.
Gearbox ratios:
5th 0.79:1
4th 1.00:1
3rd 1.80:1
2nd 3.27:1
1st 5.95:1
REV 5.95:1
(iv)

(b)

Oil capacity 16 pints
Oil specification SAE.90 EP
LH chassis - A Self Changing Gears Ltd, 4th speed semi-automatic gearbox
is separately frame mounted in conjunction with the Leyland 0.400 engine
and is coupled to the engine and rear axle by orthodox propeller shafts.
Gearbox ratios:
4th
3rd
2nd
1st
REV

1.00:1
1.59:1
2.43:1
4.28:1
5.97:1

Oil capacity 14 pints
Oil specification Shell CV - Daltons Lizard 80 or equivalents.
FRONT AXLE

'I' Section beam with rated capacity of 10,000 lbs. The wheel hubs are mounted on
adjustable taper roller bearings. The king pins work in anti-friction plain bearings
with thrust buttons.
Axle manufacturers Alford & Alder (Engineers) Ltd.

REAR AXLE

The rear axle is a fully floating type single reduction unit rated at 16,000 or 18,000 lbs.
Both the differential assembly and the wheel hubs are mounted on taper roller bearings.
The axle casing is of welded construction using high tensile steel pressings.
Axle manufacturers British Leyland - (Austin-Morris) Ltd.
Ratios available- 5.13:1 or 5.75:1 or 5.86:1
Oil capacity 8 pints. Oil specification E.P.90.

TRANSMISSION

Propeller shafts of the following type are fitted:
(a)

(b)

Turner synchromesh gearbox
LHS. KL1510 Series -length 2ft. - 10.3/4 ins.
LH KL1510 Series -length 6ft.
6.3/4 ins.
3.7/8 ins. Front
LHL KL1510 Series -length 3ft.
KL151 0 Series -length 5ft.
6. 7/8 ins. Rear
Hardy Spicer 1500 Series
S.C.G. semi-automatic gearbox- LH chassis.
KL.1600 Series -length 2ft.- 10.1/2 ins. Front.
KL.151 0 Series -length 2 ft. - 10.3/4 ins. Rear.

STEERING

Marles treble roller type 680/double type 690 with
ratio 24.7:1 or 28.4:1
'Toe in' Oins. to 1/8 ins. at tyre centre
King Pin inclination 3~ 0
Castor Angle 1~ 0 positive.
Oil capacity 2 pints. Oil specification SAE.90.
or
Burman re-circulating ball type with 32.5:1 ratio.

BRAKES

A duel air pressure system is provided compressed air being supplied by an engine
driven compressor to independent circuits for front and rear brakes.
Girling wedge operated brake assemblies are actuated by a diaphragm chamber
mounted on the brake back plates.
The rear brake chambers incorporate spring units which operate the parking brake.
Front Brakes

15~
15~

Rear Brakes

15~

15~

ins. x 4.1/4 ins. LHS & LH
ins. x 5 ins.
LHL
ins. x 5 ins.
ins. x 6 ins.

(v)

LHS & LH
LHL

SUSPENSION

There are semi-elliptic multiple leaf at the front and rear with leaves hot peened to
lessen fatigue ..
Front springs are 51 in. centres by 2~ in. wide and rear springs are 60 in. centres by
3 in. wide. Telescopic hydraulic shock absorbers are fitted to the front suspension.

FUEL TANK

A 25 or 35 gallon capacity fuel tank is mounted on off side of the chassis forward
of the rear wheels. A fuel cut off tap is fitted at the off side adjacent to the fuel
tank or engine.

ELECTRICAL

The 24 volt electrical system uses C.A.V. A. C. equipment of 31 amp output, 140 a.h.
lead acid batteries are provided.
Lighting fitments are normally completed by the delegated coachbuilder.

INSTRUMENTS

Locating on the drivers facia panel and consist of:
(a)

Electrically driven speedometer, dual air pressure gauge, water temperature
gauge.

(b)

Illuminated script indicators:
Low air pressure
Brake air pressure
Low oil pressure
Turn indicators
Emergency door open
Generator no charge (I)
Generator no charge (2) - when fitted
Gearbox air pressure warning - S.C.G. Semi-automatic gearbox

(c)

Switches:
Engine master switch
Headlamp switch
Side & Tail lamp switch
Fog lamp switch
Wiper switch
Engine start button.

(d)

Warning buzzers:
Low air pressure

Note:ENGINE COOLING SYSTEM

The above instruments and switches form the basic frontal group.

The radiator which is of the flattened tube type with detachable light alloy tanks,
is rigidly mounted at the extreme front of the chassis. The cooling system is of the
'No Loss' type incorporating an expansion tank.

GENERAL NOTES ON VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
Isolate the batteries before commencing any work on vehicle.

It is important that all parts are thoroughly clean before inspection of general condition, wear, etc.
Take great care in either dismantling or assembling ball bearings, roller and needle roller bearings. Wherever possible
use a press.
On taper roller bearings the cup must be an interference fit in its housing and it is important that this is fitted square
to the bore on assembly.
It is important to refer to the service notes for end float or pre-load instructions.
Care must be taken in handling oil seals and if for any reason a seal is removed from its housing it should be replaced
by a new seal. Do not permit an oil seal to have contact with trichlorethylene.
Always assemble oil seals with a tool which is preferably some .015 in. less in diameter than the housing bore and see
that the seal enters squarely with the bore of the housing.
Always use the jacking arrangements provided in removing covers and housings.

(vi)

Never re-fit split pins, tab washers, joints or gaskets a second time.
Always stop the engine by operating the stop control provided.
Should any queries arise please refer to the Service Department, Bristol Commercial Vehicles Limited, Bath Road,
Brislington, Bristol BS4 3LD. Telephone No. Bristol 77613, Ext. 515. In all cases please quote the chassis number; this
will be found on an identification plate secured to the nearside chassis sidemember adjacent to the engine position.
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WORKSHOP TOOLS
LH SERIES
CLUTCH - single Plate
Trans-Service Limited
Daventry, Northants.

Clutch fiXture
Adaptor
Cover Spacers 14.AS
Cover Spacers 15.AS
Setting Spacers 14.AS
Setting Spacers 15 .AS

Code
Code
Code
Code

Countershaft front bearing tool
Reverse Idler shaft tool
Mainshaft and bearing tool

TM.l01
TM.102
TM.103

C-Spanner for holding coupling flange
Spanner for input shaft ring nut
Length gauge for checking gearcase, height and
running gear end float
Length gauge for checking angle drive case height
and gear assembly end-float
Gauge for re-aligning the oil pump cover
Nut runner for setting brake bands
Setting gauge for brake bands

LC.113
LC.l53

99A
99M
15
17
21
23

GEARBOX - Synchromesh
Messrs. Churchill Limited.
Daventry, Northants

GEARBOX -Semi Automatic
Messrs. Churchill Limited
Daventry, Northa.nts.

LC.128
LC.128-1
LC.166
LC.l34
LC.133

CHANGE SPEED
Bristol Commercial Vehicles
Limited. Part No.

Change speed lever
Setting gauge

3LHG15-SZ

Propeller shaft flange remover
Bevel pinion preload gauge
Bevel pinion preload gauge adaptor
Bevel pinion flange wrench
Rear hub nut spanner

18G.2
18G.207
18G.207B
18G.484
18G.549

Bevel pinion flange wrench
Bevel pinion flange remover
Bevel pinion preload gauge
Bevel pinion preload gauge adaptor

18G.1168
18G.2
18G.207
18G.207B

Steering wheel extractor tool
Drop arm extractor tool
Tool for the removal of ball pins

724SZ
155 sz
123 sz

REAR AXLE
Ratio 5.13 : 1
5.86: 1
Messrs Churchill Limited
Daventry, Northants.

REAR AXLE
Ratio 5.17 : 1
Messrs. Churchill Limited
Daventry, Northants.

STEERING
Bristol Commercial Vehicles
Limited.
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BRAKES
Messrs. Girling Limited.

Commercial shoe horn
Shoe expanding tool
Retaining springs 5" wide
Retaining springs 6" wide

GB.46254
GB.46253

Wheel nut spanner
Wheel nut spanner bar

8PZ
7PZ

Assembly tool for rear shackle pin
Extracting tool for rear shackle pin

873SZ
874SZ

64947016
64947039

WHEELS AND TYRES
Bristol Commercial Vehicles
Limited. Part Nos.
SUSPENSION
Bristol Commercial Vehicles
Limited. Part Nos.

NOTE :

Service tool items are listed under the various manufacturers part numbers and it is recommended that direct
purchase (where applicable) should be applied.
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SECTION W1
LEYLAND ENGINE

Section "W"
Engine
(Leyland)
"W" 1
When a Leyland 0.400 engine is fitted a choice of transmission unit is available and this effects the engine mounting
arrangement.
With a synchromesh gearbox fitment the engine, clutch and gearbox are unit mounted.
With a semi-automatic gearbox fitment the fluid coupling is engine mounted and it is coupled to the remote gearbox
by a propeller shaft.
An excess fuel operating device is fitted and is cable operated adjacent to the oil filler neck.

The engine is stopped by a cable control with the operating knob secured to the drivers cab floorplate.
An emergency stop control cable is fitted to a bracket extension connected to the battery isolation switch position
and is operated through a body aperture panel.

The manufacturers instruction manual should be consulted for all information concerning the Leyland engine.
Engine Oil Pressure Indicator
Fitted into the engine block is an oil pressure switch electrically connected to a dashboard warning light which is
illuminated upon falling oil pressure.
The engine oil pressure should be 55/65 p.s.i. at 1,000 r.p.m. or higher speeds with a warm engine and not below 5 p.s.i.
with engine idling.
Engine Suspension
The engine is suspended amidships at three points, the forward offside by a cranked frame attached plate secured to
the engine by two setscrews, and at the bellhousing by two Metalastic metacone mountings secured in angular brackets.
A fore and aft stabilizer rod is fitted to prevent axial movement of the engine.

Engine mounting instructions are given in DrawU?:g No. 8 LHW on page number wlt.,l for the engine with the Turner
gearbox and Drawing No.10 LHW on page number W1.4 for the engine with a A.C.G. semi-autom~tic gearbox.
Engine Removal
(1)

The vehicles should be positioned on the pit giving suitable access and support for the use of a horizontal engine
removal trolley or cradle.

(2)

Disconnect the batteries, drain the cooling system ;from drain tap offside front of engine.

(3)

Raise or remove all engine access floor traps, disconnect water connection hose clips offside front of engine.

(4)

Disconnect air hose at engine air cleaner to engine intake and compressor pipe.

(5)

Disconnect electrical connections to starter,alternator (single or twin as applicable), engine oil switch, water temperature switch and reverse light switch cable.

(6)

Disconnect exhaust pipe at rear of engine manifold and gearbox bracket.

(7)

Disconnect the fuel lines at offside rear engine hose and at hose attached to clutch cylinder bracket, and from
hydraulic pipe connecting clip.

(8)

Disconnect rear gearbox change speed tube joint and secure the tube above the engine, disconnect speedometer
wiring.

(9)

Disconnect gearbox propeller shaft joint and clear the shaft from the rear of the gearbox.

(10)

Disconnect air compressor outlet pipe from compressor, sump support bracket and eqgine bell housing support
clip.

(11)

Disconnect excess fuel device cable at isolation switch bracket and securing clips, disconnect engine stop cable at
pump and securing clips.

(12)

Disconnect hydraulic connections to throttle and clutch slave cylinder.

(13)

Disconnect (when fitted) the oil dispenser connections.
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(14)

A suitable engine cradle should then be positioned under the engine ensuring that there is sufficient rigid support
to move the engine cradle rearwards to clear frontal stone guards, then sideways to clear the vehicle.

{15) With the engine cradle in position release the nuts securing the metacone mounting centre bolts, and then release
the two setbolts at the front offside bracket.
(16)

Check to ensure that all anciliary items are completely released, then remove engine cradle sideways from the
vehicle.
Reassembly of the engine into the frame is accomplished by following a reversal of the procedure outlined above.

Note: Following re-assembly it will be necessary to carry out the filling and bleeding of the hydraulic system of the
accelerator and clutch actuation where applicable and also the fuel system.
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SECTION W2
PERKINS ENGINE

SECTION 'W'
ENGINE
(PERKINS)

'W' 2
The Perkins horizontal H.6/354 (5.8 litres) engine is fitted amidships with the gearbox unit mounted.
The engine is stopped by a cable control with the operating knob fitted and secured to the drivers cab floorplate.
An emergency stop control cable is fitted to a bracket extension connected to the battery isolation switch position
and is operated through a body aperture panel.

The manufacturers instruction manual should be consulted for all information concerning the Perkins engine.
Engine Oil Pressure Indicator
Fitted into the engine block main oil gallery is an oil pressure warning switch connected to a dashboard warning light
script designated which is illuminated upon falling oil pressure.
The engine oil pressure at maximum speed and normal working temperature is 30/60 p.s.i.
Engine Suspension
The engine front suspension consists of two angled Metalastik sandwich plate mountings connecting welded frame
crossmember brackets to the engine mounting plates secured to the engine block by set-bolts.
The engine rear suspension is through bushed shackle links and pins secured in the upper position to bolted frame
crossmember brackets and secured to the bellhousing at their lower point.
A fore and aft snubber arrangement is fitted to the rear engine frame crossmember and reacts to cast lugs on the engine
bell housing.
Engine mounting instructions are given in Drawing No.9 LHW on page W2.1
Engine Removal
(1) The vehicle should be positioned on the pit giving suitable access and support for the use of a horizontal engine
removal trolley or cradle.

(2)

Lift and remove all engine body access traps, disconnect vehicle batteries.

(3)

Drain the cooling system at the offside forward drain tap and disconnect all water pipe hose clips at offside front
of the engine.

(4)

Disconnect the air inlet flexible connection clip at inlet manifold.

(5)

Disconnect the starter connections, alternator wiring (single or twin as applicable), oil low pressure warning switch
wiring and the low water temperature switch wiring.

(6)

Disconnect the air compressor outlet pipe at the nearside flexible hose, and the small bore compressor pipe at the
nearside hose.

(7)

Disconnect the fuel connections at the filter disconnect the fuel return connection hose, remove fuel filter, disconnect fuel inlet pipe at gearbox hose connection.

(8)

Disconnect the hydraulic pipes at the accelerator slave cylinder inlet union, and at the clutch actuation slave cylinder
inlet union.

(9)

Disconnect the exhaust pipe flange at the exhaust manifold and release the gearbox support bracket.

(10)

Remove twin alternator guard, remove the secondary alternator when fitted.

~

(11)

Release emergency stop cable at bracket extension supporting battery isolation switch, release cab engine stop
cable at fuel pump and clear both cables from support bracket and securing clips when fitted.

(12)

Release rear change speed tube connecting plate and secure change speed tube clear of engine.

(13)

Release front propellor shaft flange nuts and bolts and clear the propellor shaft from the rear of the gearbox.

(14)

Position the engine trolley or cradle beneath the engine and gearbox with sufficient support area to enable slight
rearward withdrawal to clear frontal stone guards prior to moving the assembly sideways clear of the vehicle.

(15)

Take the weight primarily to relieve the mounting link bolts and sandwich plates, remove the link plate bolts, and
plate securing nuts, check that all ancillary items are either free or clear of the engine, lower slightly to clear the fore
and aft snubbers, withdraw rearwards and then sideways clear of the vehicle.
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Re-assembly of the engine into the frame is accomplished by following a reversal of the procedure outlined above.
Note:Following re-assembly it will be necessary to carry out the filling and bleeding of the hydraulic systems of the
accelerator and clutch actuation and also the fuel system.
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SECTION N1
CLUTCH

SECTION 'N'
CLUTCH
'N' 1

A single dry plate clutch is fitted to the engine flywheel.
The clutches are of Borg & Beck manufacture and are fitted to the LH chassis as follows:14 in. AS Clutch fitted with the Perkins H6.354
15 in. AS Clutch fitted with the Leyland 0.400
Clutch actuation is assisted by the use of Lockhead hydraulic master and slave cylinders.
A pressed steel cover bolted to a pot type flywheel encloses a cast iron pressure plate located in the cover by steel straps.
A driven plate is clamped between the pressure plate and the flywheel face by the action of the thrust springs contained in
the cover and the clutch is released by a thrust bearing acting on the inner ends of the four release levers which are linked
to the cover and pressure plate.
The clutch action at the thrust bearing is hydrostatic and therefore it is self-adjusting.
To Remove the Clutch from the Engine.
Following the removal of the gearbox as described in Section S.l. four despatching spacers Part No.49943 are placed
between the release levers and the cover as the mounting bolts are unscrewed. If these spacers are not available it is in order
to use blocks of metal or hard wood .050 in. thick to perform the same function. Removal of the cover without the use of
spacers will cause undue strain on the components of the clutch and will necessitate the use oflonger bolts in the flywheel
to enable the cover to be removed safely.
Dismantling the Cover Assembly.
Mark the pressure plate, cover, and internal parts to ensure re-assembly in the same positions to maintain the balance
of the clutch.
Bolt the cover to a spare flywheel with four spacers .466" /.464" thick evenly spaced out under the pressure plate face.
Use studs approximately 3" long, with nuts and washers to allow the clamp load to be gradually released. Alternatively a
special clutch rebuilding fixture made by Messrs. V.L. Churchill & Co. P.O. Box 3, London Road, Daventry, Northants
may be used.
Using this fixture, comprising 99A Fixture with Adapator 99m, no spacers are required under the pressure plate but the
cover spacers Code 15 (14 AS) or 17 (15 AS) must be used on the mounting bolts. When bolting the clutch to the fixture
use the long 3/8" Whit. setscrews supplied with the kit.
When the clutch is bolted down remove the release lever plate (iffitted) by unhooking the spring retainers.
Remove the bolts and ferrules securing the straps to the pressure plate.
Remove the eye bolt nuts, first tightening them half a turn to break the staking.
Release the spring pressure by gradually unscrewing the mounting bolts by diametric selection. Lift off the cover and
straps and remove the thrust springs and their locating cups. Remove the anti rattle springs.
Lift up the eye bolts, tilt the struts inwards and remove them. This will allow the levers, pins and eye bolts to be removed.
Examination of Parts
Examine the cover for damage and check that the dowel holes are not enlarged or distorted. Check also that the drive
straps are intact and that their rivets are tight. Examine the levers, pins and eye bolts and renew where necessary.
Examine the release lever plate and renew if it shows wear on the lever lands or damage by release bearings. Compare
the thrust springs with new ones and if they are shorter, or show signs of overheating, they should be renewed. The pressure
plate must be examined for wear, scoring and heat cracking, and renewed if necessary.
Driven Plate. It is recommended that for utmost reliability, the driven plate be renewed whenever the clutch is dismantled. However, if it is desired to refit the existing plate, examine the splines for wear, the hub for loose springs and loose
rivets and the facings for loose rivets, wear and heat blackening.
If any of these conditions are evident renew the driven plate.
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Rebuilding the Cover Assembly.
Apply a smear of grease (Duckhams Keenomax S.3. or an equivalent H.M.P. grease) to the release lever pins, the eyebolt
spigots and the contact edges of the struts.
Assemble the eyebolts and pins into the levers, fit these assemblies into the pressure plate and insert the struts ensuring
that they seat in the grooves in the outer ends of the levers.
At this point the assembly method differs slightly depending on whether a Churchill fixture or a flywheel is being used,
as detailed below.
Churchill Fixture Method
Place the pressure plate on the fixture. Fit the spring locating cups over the bosses on the pressure plate and place the
thrust springs in them. If four inner springs are fitted they occupy the central position in each group of three springs, and
if eight are fitted they occupy the outer position of each group. Place the spring locating cups, if fitted, on top of the springs.
Fit the anti-rattle springs into the cover and place the cover onto the thrust springs, ensuring that the marks made before
dismantling are aligned. Centralise the unit with the appropriate circle of tapped holes in the 99m adaptor plate,place the
cover spacers Code 15 (14. AS), Code 17 (15 AS) under the holes in the cover flanges, and insert the mounting bolts.
Tighten the bolts by diametric selection, ensuring, as the cover is bolted down, that the eyebolts enter their holes in the
cover and that the strap holes are aligned with the holes in the pressure plate.
When the cover is bolted down fit four new ferrules into the straps and insert the bolts.
Tighten them to a torque of 30/33lbs. ft. and stake the ferrules against alternate flats of the hexagon heads.
Apply a smear of H.M.P. grease to the conical faces of the new eye bolt nuts and screw them onto the eye bolts.
Screw the central pillar into the Churchill fixture and place upon it setting spacer Code 21 (14.AS) or Code 23 (I5.AS)
counterbored end downwards, followed by the gauge finger.
Tighten the eye bolts nuts until the lever tips just touch the gauge finger.
Remove the central pillar and screw in the actuator. Actuate the clutch at least twelve times to settle the internal
components.
Remove the actuator and replace the central pillar, setting spacer and gauge finger and reset the levers, as necessary.
Re-actuate and re-check. Finally stake the nuts into the slots in the eyebolts using a blunt cold chisel.
Place the spring retainers in position on the levers and apply a smear of H.M.P. grease to the lever tips.
Put the release lever plate in position on the levers and secure it by hooking the spring retainers into its lugs.
Place the despatching spacers or blocks of metal in position between the levers and the cover and remove the clutch
from the fiXture.
Assembly using the Spare Flywheel
For this method four spacers .464" /466" thick will be required also a straight edge, approximately I 2" long and of
known thickness, but thinner than the four spacers. This is to act as a datum when setting the levers.
Place the four spacers evenly spaced out, on the friction face of the flywheel, also the straight edge, bridging the central
recess.
Place the pressure plate, with. the levers etc., assembled onto it, on the spacers.
Fit the springs locating cups over the bosses on the pressure plate and place the thrust springs in them. If four inner springs
are fitted they occupy the central position in each group of three springs, and if eight are fitted they occupy the outer positions of each group. Place the spring locating cups, if fitted, on top of the springs.
Fit the anti-rattle springs into the cover and place the cover onto the thrust springs, ensuring that the marks made before
dismantling are aligned and that the dowel holes in the cover coincide with the dowels in the flywheel.
Screw the 3" long studs into the flywheel and bolt the cover down, tight~ning the nuts by diametric selection. Ensure
as the cover is bolted down, that the eye bolts enter their holes in the cover and that the strap holes are aligned with the
holes in the pressure plate.
When the cover is bolted down fit four new ferrules into the straps and insert the bolts. Tighten them to a torque of
30/33 lbs. ft. and stake the ferrules against alternative flats of the hexagon heads.
Apply a smear of H.M.P. grease to the conical faces of the new eye bolt nuts and screwsthem onto the eye bolts. Tighten
the nuts until the lever tips are 2.46"/2.44" above the flywheel friction face for the 14.AS clutch or 2.53"/2.51" for the
15.AS clutch. This is measured with a depth gauge to the top of the straight edge, so it will of course be necessary to sub-
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tract the thickness of the straight edge from the dimensions given above.
Actuate the clutch with a press or other suitable means, at least twelve times to settle the internal components. Check
the heights and reset as necessary. Re-actuate and re-check.
Finally stake the nuts into the slots in the eyebolts, using a blunt cold chisel.
Place the spring retainers in position on the levers and apply a smear of H.M.P. grease to the lever tips. Put the release
lever plate in position and secure it by hooking the spring retainers into its lugs.
Place the despatching spacers or blocks of metal in position between the levers and the cover and remove the clutch
from the flywheel.
Clutch Actuation
Clutch Master Cylinder
Although the external appearance, shape and size of master cylinders may vary to suit specific vehicle installations, the
internal workings are very similar.
The essential difference between a brake and a clutch master cylinder is that the latter does not normally incorporate a
trap valve. Where there is a likelihood of confusion, due to a similarity of external appearance, the brake and clutch master
cylinders are usually identified by an etched 'B' or 'C' on the respective barrel.
Operation
~

When the clutch pedal is depressed, the push rod moves the piston along the cylinder bore. The fluid is thus displaced
under pressure to operate the clutch system.
On releasing the load on the pedal, the return spring moves the piston back towards its end stop faster than the fluid is
displaced to the master cylinder. This causes the lip of the main rubber cup to relax allowing fluid to pass over the cup from
behind the piston head. The holes drilled in the head of the piston provide passages for the fluid, which are uncovered during
the withdrawal of the piston along the bore.
When the piston is fully back against its stop, the main cup uncovers a small by-pass port in the barrel which releases all
pressure within the master cylinder. The by-pass port also allows for expansion or contraction of the fluid caused by changes
of temperature.
The trap valve when fitted checks the return of fluid to the master cylinder during 'bleeding', this ensures a fresh change
of fluid every time the piston is stroked and consequently assists the purge of air from the system.
Overhaul Procedure
The Master Cylinder exchange service, operated by Automotive Products Co. Ltd., provides a facility for speedy and
correct replacement.
The cylinders are assembled and tested at the factory ready for instant fitting to the vehicle. However, if it is decided to
strip and to inspect the assembly, the procedure detailed below must be followed.

Dismantling
Using a recognised cleaning agent, remove all superficial dirt from the assembly, particularly at the connecting point for
the fluid pipe. Do not allow the cleaning fluid, other than Ethyl Alcohol (industrial Methylated Spirit), to contaminate
internal parts. Dry thoroughly. Having removed the master cylinder from the vehicle plug the ports and the pipe line to
prevent loss of fluid and entry of dirt.
Where applicable detach the rubber boot from the barrel and slide the boot along the push rod away from the mounting
flange.
Depress the piston against the load of the return spring, and detach the circlip, taking great care not to score the bore.
The internal parts may now be withdrawn. There is no need to remove the end plug, if fitted.
With the fingers remove the rubber cup from the piston. Extract the spring retainer and also if fitted the trap valve from
the spring. Remove the boot from the push rod.
Examination
Clean all parts thoroughly with clean 'Girling' brake fluid. Carefully inspect all components for faults and wear.
A replacement assembly will be required where the bore of the old cylinder, after cleaning, shows the slightest signs of corrosion or scoring.
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If the metal parts of the original cylinder are found to be in perfect condition, be prepared to fit new rubber parts. These
are available in repair kit form.
Re-assembling
In order of assembly lay out the parts on a sheet of paper spread over the work bench. Make sure the hands are free of
grease and dirt.
Use clean 'Girling' brake fluid as a lubricant for the cylinder bore and for the rubber cups. The rubber protective boot
should be positioned on the push rod and filled with 'Lockheed' Rubber-lube before fitting the boot to the cylinder body.
Using the fmgers only, fit the new rubber cup to the piston with the lip toward the drilled head of the piston. Ensure
that the cup is bedded correctly.
Locate the trap valve, where fitted in the larger diameter coils of the return spring. Place the spring retainer in the other
end of the spring. Insert the parts into the cylinder bore, trap valve first. Check that the retainer does not topple out of
position.
With the lips leading, push the new main rubber cup into the bore until the spring retainer seats in the well of the cup.
Take care not to turn back the lip of the cup during insertion.
Locate the piston washer, concave surface first, on top of the main rubber cup. Follow with the piston, drilled head
leading.
Place the push rod assembly in position and use it to press the piston into the cylinder bore, carefully guiding the piston
to avoid bending back the lip of the piston rubber cup.
Locate the stop washer in the counter bore clear of the circlips groove. Fit the circlip. Check that it is seated correctly
to hold the stop washer captive and also the push rod where applicable. Operate the push rod a few times to check the movement of the piston. Re-check the security of the circlip. Gently stretch the rubber protective boot over the forked end of
the rod, where applicable. Ensure that the boot is adequately fllled with 'Rubberlube' before bedding the beaded inner edge
in the groove on the cylinder body.
Remount the master cylinder on the vehicle. Re-connect the fluid pipe to the end of the cylinder by tightening the tube
nut sufficiently to prevent leakage. Do not over-tighten.
Bleed the system thoroughly. Replenish the supply tank with fluid to the correct level. Check for leaks with the foot
pedal fully depressed, and also with the system at rest.
Outch·Slave Cylinder
The external appearance of the slave cylinder varies according to vehicle application.
A single piston is fitted in the bore of the cylinder. The cylinder body has two threaded ports, one of which is occupied
by a bleeder screw.
Against the inner face of the piston in most types of cylinder a rubber cup is loaded by a cup ftller and spring. An alternative type has the rubber seal fitted on to the piston. A rubber boot, through which the push rod passes fits on to the body
to prevent the entry of dirt and moisture.
When the clutch pedal is depressed, the fluid passes under pressure, from the clutch master cylinder through the port in
the slave cylinder, to move the piston down the bore. The push rod is thus actuated to operate the clutch release mechanism.
Overhaul
The exchange service operated by Automotive Products Co. Ltd. provides a facility for speedy and correct replacement.
The cylinders are assembled and tested at the factory ready for instant fitting to the vehicle. However, if it is decided to
strip and to inspect the assembly, the procedure detailed below must be followed.
Dismantling
Using a recognised cleaning agent, remove all superficial dirt from the assembly, particularly at the connection point for
the fluid pipe. Do not allow the cleaning fluid other than Ethyl Alcohol (Industrial Methylated Spirit) to contaminate internal parts. Dry thoroughly.
Having removed the slave cylinder from the vehicle, plug the exposed port and the pipe line still attached to the vehicle
to prevent loss of fluid and entry of dirt.
Detach the rubber boot from the barrel. Where applicable, depress the piston and extract the circlip, if fitted, taking
great care not to score the bore. The internal parts may now be withdrawn if necessary by applying a low pressure air line
to the open port on the body. Remove the bleeder screw.
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If the piston is seized in the bore, the whole assembly must be renewed.
Where relevant remove the rubber cup from the piston with the fmgers only.
Re-assembling
In order of assembly, lay out the parts on a sheet of paper spread over the work bench. Make sure that the hands are free
of grease and dirt.
Use clean Girling brake fluid as a lubricant for the cylinder bore and rubber cup. The rubber protective boot should be
filled with Lockheed 'Rubberlube' before fitting the boot to the cylinder body.
Where a,pplicable and using the fingers only, fit the new rubber cup on to the piston, with the lip facing away from the
push rod end of the piston.
Insert the internal parts in the correct order, taking great care not to turn back the lip of the rubber cup during the process. If fitted, replace the circlip, ensuring that it is properly located in the groove.
Gently stretch the protective boot over the forked end of the push rod where applicable. Ensure that the boot is filled
with Lockheed 'Rubberlube' before bedding the beaded irmer edge in the groove on the cylinder body. Screw in the bleed
screw fmger tight.
Remount the assembly on to the vehicle. Reconnect the fluid pipe or hose to the port by tightening sufficiently to
prevent leakage. Do not overtighten. Bleed the system finally tightening the bleed screw. Replenish the supply tank with
fluid to the correct level. Check for leaks with the foot pedal fully depressed, and also with the system at rest.
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SECTION N2
FLUID COUPLING

SECTION 'N'
FLUID COUPLING

'N' 2
Fluid couplings manufactured by Messrs. Self Changing Gears Limited, Lythalls Lane, Coventry, are fitted to the LH
vehicle and a choice of either the 18" dia. fluid flywheel or fluid clutch is available.
Fluid Flywheel
The fluid flywheel consists of two main parts, the rear casing which is secured to the engine flywheel, bolted to the crankshaft, and the runner which is free to rotate within the outer casing (formed by the flywheel and the rear casing) and is
coupled to the joint flange of the front section of the propellor shaft.
The rear casing and the runner are each provided with a series of pockets separated by radial webs formed on their inner
surfaces.
The runner shaft, which is bolted to the runner, is located in two bearings, one of which is fitted in the bore of a housing
setscrewed to the engine flywheel, and the other in the bore of the rear casing. An oil seal is fitted to the outer side of the
rear casing.
Data
Oil Capacity 25 pints (14.2litres)
Rating 170 h.p. at 2,100 r.p.m.
Weight (Dry) 119lbs. (52.2 Kg)
Lubrication
The oil should be based on mineral oil with a viscosity index of not less than 90, and should be inhibited against corrosion oxidation and foaming. The pour point should be well below the anticipated lowest atmospheric temperature. The oil
should generally be within the SAE 20/SAE 30 range.
Weekly Top Up
Check the oil level when the fluid flywheel is cold and top up with one of the filler plugs at 25° from T.D.C. This corresponds to a distance of 4.3 in. (109 mm) measured on the periphery of the rear casing flange.
If one pint only is added it may be assumed that the oil seal is not leaking, but if more than one pint {0.6 litres) is added
the oil seal should be examined for leakage.
This revised lower oil level will give greater air space and reduce the excessive pressure within the unit
Maintenance
Check for oil leaks and renew the oil seal and joints if necessary.
Check the tightness of the setscrews and filler plugs after the first 5,000 miles (8,000 Kilometres) service of a new
vehicle or replacem_ent fluid flywheel.
To Remove the Oil Seal
(I)

Remove one of the filler plugs and turn the engine until the filler plug hole is at bottom dead centre and allow the
oil to drain.

(2)

Disconnect the propellor shaft at the rear of the fluid flywheel.

(3)

Remove the split pin, nut and washer from the end of the runner shaft and withdraw the flange.

(4)

Break the locking wire and remove the securing nuts.

( 5)

Remove the stiffener ring, joint, withdraw the oil seal and distance piece.

(6)

Remove the spacer ring, joint and rubbing washer.

(7)

Examine the distance piece for wear on the outside diameter and the rubbing washer for wear on the faces, renew if
signs of wear are evident.

(8)

Examine the joints and renew if necessary.

To Replace the Oil Seal
(I)

Fit the joint and the spacer ring.

(2)

Fit the rubbing washer and the distance piece.
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(3)

Fit the joint, oil seal and the stiffener ring.

(4)

Tighten the securing nuts evenly and wire up.

(5)

Fit the flange, washer and nut, tighten and fit the split pin.

(6)

Turn the engine until the hole from which the filler plug was removed is at a position of 25°from T.D.C ., pour in
oil until the level of the hole is reached and refit the plug.

(7)

Connect the propellor shaft from the rear of the fluid flywheel to the gearbox.

Overhaul
To Remove and Dismantle the Fluid Flywheel

(I)

Remove one of the filler plugs, turn the engine until the filler plug hole is at bottom dead centre, and allow the oil
to drain.

(2)

Disconnect the propellor shaft at the rear of the fluid flywheel.

{3)

Remove the nut and washer from the end of the runner shaft and withdraw the flange.

(4)

Remove the

{5)

Withdraw the runner shaft together with the rear casing and the runner. Four tapped..holes are provided for jacking
screws, care should be exercised in the use of the correctly threaded screws to release the rear cover. The use of tapered tools to remove the flywheel should be avoided.

setscrews

which secure the rear casing to the engine flywheel.

The inner race and rollers of the spigot bearing will be withdrawn with the runner shaft and the outer race and housing
will remain attached to the flywheel.
{6)

Remove the circlip from the end of the runner shaft and withdraw the inner race and rollers.

(7)

Remove the split pins, nuts and withdraw the stiffening ring, oil seal and spacer ring.

{8)

Remove the distance piece, rubbing washer and the bearing.

{9)

Remove the six bolts which secure the baffle plate to the runner.

{10)

Remove the six bolts which secure the runner to the runner shaft.

To Re-Assemble the Fluid Flywheel

{1)

Fit the outer race of the bearing to the housing and secure the housing to the engine flywheel with the setscrews.

(2)

Secure the runner to the flange of the runner shaft with the bolts, fit the nuts and split pins.

{3)

Fit the bearing to the runner shaft and fit the circlip.

(4)

Fit the baffle plate to the runner and secure with the bolts, fit the nuts and split pins.

(5)

Fit the bearing to the rear casing and assemble to the runner shaft.

( 6)

Fit the joint, spacer ring rubbing washer, distance piece, joint, oil seal and stiffening ring, secure to the rear casing by
the nuts, tighten evenly and lock by wire.

{7)

Lift the assembly and locate the bearing on the runner shaft into the outer race fitted previously in the housing.

(8)

Ensure that the joint is in position between the faces of the engine flywheel and the rear casing, fit the setscrew
and tighten evenly.
Fit the flange, washer and nut, tighten and fit the split pin.

{9)

{1)
(10)

Turn the engine until the hole from which the filler plug was removed is at 25° from top dead centre, this corresponds to a distance of 4.3" (1 09 mm) measured on the periphery of the rear casing flange.
Pour in oil until the level of the hole is reached and refit plug.

{11)

Connect the propellor shaft from the rear of the fluid flywheel to the gearbox.

Fluid Clutch
This optional alternative is basically the fluid flywheel arrangement plus the clutch assembly.
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This arrangement gives the best application arising from their distinct features, a smooth take up from rest and the centrifugal element ensure positive grip of the friction members athigh speed.
The manner of their combination also ensures normal over-run braking and the ability to restart when coasting.
The assembly is so designed that it can be completely incorporated within similar installation measurements as the fluid
flywheel unit of the same diameter.

Data
Oil capacity
Maximum Torques
Weight

25 pts. (14.2litres)
550 lbs. ft.
2 cwts 21 lbs.

Lubrication and Maintenance
These features are entirely the same as those detailed for the·fluid flywheel.
To Remove the Fluid Clutch

(I)

To remove the clutch from the engine remove one of the filler plugs, turn the engine until the filler plug is at bottom
dead centre and allow the oil to drain.

(2)

Disconnect the propeller shaft at the rear of the fluid clutch.

(3)

Remove the rear casing securing bolts and washers and lift away the rear case complete with the shaft and associate
parts.
The bolts holding the front casing to the crankshaft can then be removed and the front casing assembly be withdrawn.

To Dismantle
(1)

Remove the split pin, slotted nut and washer, then withdraw the coupling flange.

(2)

Remove the nuts securing the stiffening ring, remove the ring, gland seal, joints, spacing ring and rubbing washer.

(3)

The shaft can now be pressed clear ofthe bearing. The bearing and bearing housing (if fitted) can then be withdrawn.

(4)

The shaft which is complete with runner, reaction member and clutch shoe assembly can now be dismantled as
follows:Remove the nuts from the 'D' headed bolts and withdraw the shaft.
Remove the nuts, washers from the bolts and withdraw the runner and baffle plate from the reaction member.
The clutch shoe assembly can now be removed from the reaction member by withdrawing the garter spring.

To Assemble the Fluid Clutch
Ensure that all parts are clean and suitable for further service.

-

(1)

Replace the clutch shoe assembly complete with the segments and linings, onto the reaction member, first ensuring
that the insert block is free on the pin. Replace the garter spring.

(2)

The shaft can now be replaced into the reaction member and secured into position with bolts and nuts first ensuring
that the ferrules are in place in the reaction member.

(3)

Replace the baffle plate onto the reaction member and secure in position with bolts, nuts and washers.

(4)

Reposition the rear casing complete with bearing housing and joint over the shaft and press home the bearing.

(5)

Replace the spacing ring onto the face of the bearing housing, first ensuring that the joint is in position against the
housing.

(6)

Replace the rubbing washer followed by the joint, gland seal, and stiffener ring securing in position with the nuts.

(7)

Replace the coupling and secure in position with washers, slotted nut and split pin.

(8)

The front casing assembly complete with starter ring can now be repositioned onto the engine and secured into
position.
The rear casing complete with the shaft and associate parts can now be replaced and secured with bolts and spring
washers.

(9)
(10)

All nuts and bolts must now be checked to ensure that they are tight, after which the connecting shaft can be bolted
to the output coupling and the unit filled with oil.
(See Weekly Top-up- Fluid Flywheel)
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SECTION S1
SYNCHROMESH GEARBOX

SECTION ''S"
GEARBOX

"S" 1
The gearbox is an overdrive-in-top "Turner" type TS 400 and with exception of 1st gear is of the constant mesh type
with synchromesh provided on second, third, fourth and fifth speed.
Lubrication
An inspection of the oil level should be made every 1 ,000 miles. Always clean around the filler plug before inspection.
Add sufficient oil to maintain the correct level.
It is recommended that the gearbox is drained and filled with fresh oil after 10,000 vehicle miles or 500 hours operation.

Where the vehicle is operating under adverse conditions, i.e. dusty or dirty environment, it is recommended that a more
frequent oil change be carried out.
The object of draining the transmission oil is to eliminate possible bearing surface abrasion and attendant wear. Minute
particles of metal, the product of normal wear in service, are deposited in and circulate with the transmission oil. The
operation of changing the oil is best carried out when the transmission is thoroughly warm. After draining it is desirable to
flush the transmission as follows:The transmission should be filled to the correct level with a light flushing oil.
Drive the transmission for a short period in neutral without load. This will wash out the old oil clinging to the interior of
the transmission.
When this operation is complete drain the flushing oi1, and rdill the transmission to the correct level with the recommended lubricant.
Do not overfill the transmission, as excessive oil will serve no useful purpose.lf the oil level is too high, it will cause excessive oil churning and attendant high oil temperature and possible oil leaks.
To Remove the Gearbox

(1)

Remove the base drain plug and drain the oil from the gearbox casing. This is the best achieved whilst the gearbox is
still warm from operating.

(2)

Disconnect speedometer drive wiring at gearbox, and taped position on propeller shaft guard support angle, disconnect reversing light wiring.

(3)

Release grease guard support angle securing bolts remove angle to ensure sufficient rearward withdrawal to clear input
shaft.

(4)

Disconnect gearbox propeller shaft flange securing bolts and remove shaft dear of gearbox.

(5).

Disconnect change speed

(6)

Release slave cylinder clutch actuation support plate bolts.

(7)

Disconnect exhaust pipe support plate clamp bolts.

(8)

Support the gearbqx in an adequate cradle or trolley jack for rearward and nearside withdrawal.

(9)

Release the gearbox main case attachment bolts, and withdraw rearward ·to clear the clutch centre, then withdraw
clear of the vehicle to the nearside.

~ube

securing plate bolts at top of gearbox.

Replacement is a reversal of the fore-going operation.
To Dismantle Pear box
(1)

~emove

the shift bar housing.

Unscrew the ten bolts, securing the housing to the transmission :case, and lift off the housin;g and gasket .
.(2)

Remove the mainshaft coupling flange.
J;:ngage by hand, two gears so that they are engaged ,sirnul~aneously, this will allow the coupling flange nut to be sfackeri.ed and the coupling flange to be withdrawn from the shaft.

:(3)

Remove the mainshaft rear bearing cover.
lJnscrewthe-.four bolts, securing the cover to the transmission case, and remove the ctlver and·gasket.

(4)

Remove the countershaft rear bearing cap.
Unscrew the four bolts, and remove the bearing cap and gasket.

(5)

Remove the main drive gear bearing cap.
Unscrew the four bolts, securing the cap to the transmission case, and remove the cap and gasket.

( 6)

Remove the main drive gear.
Pull the main drive gear and bearing assembly out of the case using Churchill Tool TM.l03, withdraw the main shaft
spigot bearing from the bore of the main drive gear shaft.

(7)

Remove the mainshaft rear bearing.
Tap the mainshaft towards the rear of the case until the mainshaft rear bearing is clear of the case. Withdraw the bearing from the mainshaft with a three legged extractor.

(8)

Withdraw the mainshaft assembly.
Remove the fourth and fifth synchronizer, raise the forward end of the mainshaft until it clears the front end of the
case and then lift the mainshaft assembly out through the top of the case. Take care when lifting the mainshaft
assembly as the first and reverse gear may slide off the shaft into the case.

(9)

Remove the reverse idler gear and shaft.
Unscrew the bolt securing the reverse idler shaft lock. Using Churchill Tool No. TM.l02, withdraw the reverse idler
shaft. Lift the reverse idler gear from the case, remove the two needle bearings and spacer from the bore of the gear.
Note the two thrust washers.

(10)

Remove the countershaft rear bearing.
Remove the circlip and retaining ring from the rear end of the countershaft. Tap the countershaft towards the rear
case using a soft drift until the rear bearing is clear. Pull the bearing off the shaft with a three-legged extractor.

(11)

Remove the countershaft.
Raise the front end, of the countershaft assembly, and lift it out through the top of the case.

(12)

Remove the countershaft front bearing.
Using a Churchill Tool No. TM.IOI drive the bearing into the transmission case.

To Dismantle the Sub-Assemblies

(I)

To dismantle the main drive gear.
Remove the circlip which retains the main drive gear bearing. Press the main drive gear out of the bearing.

(2)

To dismantle the main drive gear.
Remove the first and reverse gear, by sliding it off the shaft.

(3)

Withdraw the fourth or overdrive gear, third gear and second/third synchronizer.
Clamp the mainshaft assembly, front end upwards, in a soft-jawed vice. Remove the circlip which retains the gears on
the mainshaft; lift the thrust washer, locating washer , fourth gear and the outer needle race of the bearing from the
shaft.
Remove the mainshaft from the vice, and tap the forward end of the shaft lightly on a block of wood. This will remove the fourth gear bearing, inner race, third gear, thrust washer and bearing, and the second/third synchronizer.
Take great care to ensure that the bearings are not damaged during removal.

(4)

Remove the second gear.
Release the circlip and withdraw the thrust washer, second gear and needle bearing. Inspect the bearing sleeve for
wear. If necessary, a complete new bearing should be fitted on re-assembly never an inner or outer race alone.

To Dismantle the Countershaft
Remove the circlip, and washer at the forward end of the countershaft and press the drive gear (front gear) from the
shaft. Remove the drive gear key, and then lift off the spacer. Press the other two gears (4th and 3rd gears) from the shaft,
and finally remove from the drive the two remaining keys.
Note: After removing the drive gear, it is extremely important to remove the key and spacer before attempting to withdraw the other gears. Attemps to remove the 4th and 3rd gears, before removing the drive gear key and spacer will cause
great damage.
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To Dismantle the Shift Bar Housing.
Note: It is necessary to dismantle the shift bar housing to determine if the parts are worn. A visual examination of the
selector forks and shafts may be made, but if the selector forks are excessively worn, or if they bind when moved into
the various positions, then the shift bar housing should be dismantled. On later direct drive models, removable inserts
are fitted to the fourth/ftfth fork, on all overdrive models, slippers are fitted to the fourth and fifth fork. The inserts or
slippers may be replaced if worn or damaged, obviating the need to change the whole fork. To fit new inserts, obtain a
piece of 1/4 ins. steel plate to fit into the slot in the insert. Offer up the insert into the fork, and assemble with the aid
of a soft-jawed vice. Do not wind the insert into the fork without the use of the plate support. The tags of the insert can
then be progressively drifted over.

(1)

Remove the selector locking bolts.
Remove the locking wire from the bolts which secure the selector forks and shift lugs to their shafts, and remove the
bolts.

(2)

Remove the shift fork rod cap (Fixed 1st/Reverse Fork)
Unscrew the three Phillips head screws, and remove the cap and gasket.

(3)

Remove the first and reverse selector fork.
Fixed 1st/Reverse Fork. Unscrew the bolt on the left hand side of the shift bar housing, and remove the spring and
ball. Drive the first and reverse selector fork shaft out through the rear of the housing and remove the selector fork.
Sliding Fork. Remove the locking wire from the bolt which secures the first and reverse selector fork shaft to the housing, and remove the bolt. Drive the expansion plug out of the shaft access opening at the rear end of the housing.
Drive the first and reverse selector fork shaft out through the access opening. Remove the first and reverse selector
fork, and then the ball and spring from the fork.

(4)

Remove the fourth and fifth selector fork and shift lug (direct drive models).
Drive out the expansion plugs from the forward end of the shift b~r housing, drive the fourth and fifth selector fork
shafts through the access opening at the front of the housing until the shaft can be grasped with one hand. Pull the
shaft out whilst covering the ball access opening in the selector shaft guide hole, Note the position of the stops,
selector fork, shift lug, ball and spring.

(5)

Remove the fourth and fifth selector fork and shift lug (overdrive models).
Remove the slippers from the fork ends. Unscrew the bolt and drive out the two dowels on either side of the housings, which retain the fourth and fifth selector fork pivot plate. Lift out the fork and pivot plates. Drive the fourth
and fifth selector fork shaft out through the access opening in the front of the housing until the shaft can be grasped
with one. hand. Cover the ball access opening in the selector shaft guide hole and pull the shaft out of the housing.
Remove the shift lug from the shaft, and the ball and spring from the housing.

(6)

Remove the second and third selector fork and shift lug.
Drive the second and third selector fork shaft out through the access hole at the front of the housing until the selector
fork can be lifted off. After removing the fork, carry on driving the shaft out until it can be grasped with one hand.
Cover the ball access opening in the selector shaft guide hole and pull the shaft out. Note the position of the stop
(direct drive models) for re-assembly remove the shift lug interlocking pin and stop from the shaft, and the ball and
spring from the housing.

(7)

Remove the rocker lug and first and reverse .shift lug.
Unscrew the bolt from the right hand side of the housing and remove the ball and spring. Drive the rocker lug shaft
out through the access hole at the front of the housing until the rocker lug can be lifted out. After removing the rocker lug, carry on driving the shaft out until it can be grasped with one hand. Note the position of the stop for re-assembly,
pull the shaft out then remove the shift lug and stop.

(8)

Withdraw the four interlocking balls from the guide holes.

(9)

Lift the frrst and reverse rocker arm from the pivot in the selector housing.
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To Re-Assemble the Transmission Sub-Assemblies
To Re-Assemble the Countershaft
Note: The gears that are pressed on to the countershaft are an interference fit, and a press capable of 10 ton load is required to carry out this operation. Great care should be taken in the fitting of the woodruff keys and the alignment of
the gears, before pressing the gears home.

(1)

Fit the third gear.
Position the third gear key in the keyway and place the third gear on the shaft with the long hub towards the front.
Press the gear into place until the rear of the gear abuts the shoulder on the counter shaft.

(2)

Refit the fourth (or overdrive) gear.
Fit the fourth gear key in the keyway, on the countershaft. Place the gear on the shaft with the long hub towards the
front and press it on fully.

(3)

Refit the countershaft drive gear.
Place the spacer on the shaft, and then position the drive gear key in its keyway. Place the drive gear on the shaft with
the large hub towards the rear, and press the gear fully home. Finally fit the retaining circlip to the front end of the
countershaft.
Note: It is advisable to fit new circlips on re-assembly as the existing ones may have been damaged during dismantling.

To Re-Assemble the Main Drive Gear Shaft.
Press the bearing on to the shaft, ensuring that pressure is only applied to the inner race to prevent damage to the bearings. The bearing snap ring groove should be to the front of the shaft. Install the main drive gear shaft bearing circlip on the
shaft. Insert the main shaft spigot bearing in the bore of the main drive gear shaft.
To Assemble the Mainshaft

(1)

Fit the second gear.
Brush the splines of the mainshaft with "Molybdenum Disulphide" lubricant. Clasp the rear end of the mainshaft in a
soft-jawed vice, with the shaft in a vertical position. If the bearing sleeve was removed during dismantling use a soft
tubular drift to refit the sleeve to the shaft.
Select a thrust washer from the following part numbers:CKD 6623
CKD 6832
CKD 6833
CKD6834
To ensure a tight retaining circlip slide the second gear and second gear bearing on to the shaft, with the dog teeth of
the second gear upwards. Place the selected thrust washer on the shaft, and install the circlip.

(2)

Fit the second/third synchronizer and third gear.
Place the second and third synchronizer on the shaft. Fit the locating ring and bearing sleeve, using a soft tubular
drift. Install the third gear, with the dog teeth downwards and third gear bearing on to the shaft. Fit the fourth gear
locating ring to the shaft.

(3)

Fit the fourth gear (or overdrive gear)
Use a soft tubular drift to fit the fourth gear bearing sleeve, and fit the spacing ring. Select a thrust washer from the
following part numbers:CKD 6835
CKD 6836
CKD 6837
CKD 6838

CKD 6839
CKD6840
CKD 7463

To ensure a tight retaining circlip.
Place the fourth (or overdrive) gear bearing and fourth gear on the shaft. Fit the gear with the dog teeth upwards. Fit
the selected thrust washer and circlip in the groove on the mainshaft.
Torque Lock
To reduce the possibility of inadvertant disengagement of fourth or fifth gear, a modification known as 'torque lock'
has been introduced on later models of the Turner transmission.
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A radial groove has been cut across the splines at one end of the fourth/fifth synchronizer hub, so that there are two
sets of splines, one set being longer than the other. In addition the longer have been reduced in width so that they are 0.020
ins. narrower than the short splines. A matching radial groove is also cut in the splines of the mainshaft, the width of the
groove being such that it can accommodate the sunchronizer hub short splines. On gear selection, when the hub has moved
forward completely the short splines of the hub are in front of the mainshaft splines. With. applied torque, the hub is allowed to turn by virtue of the increased tolerance between the rnainshaft splines and the narrower hub long splines. The short
hub splines now butt against the end of the mainshaft splines ;md lock the hub in this position because of their greater width.
When the torque is released the tolerance between the hub long splines and main shaft splines allows the synchronizer hub
to unlock.
In a similar manner, the hub is locked on rearward selection by the short splines entering the groove in the mainshaft,
and locking against this end of the main shaft splines.
Note: If an existing transmission is to be modified, for 'torque lock' both the synchronizer and the mainshaft must be
changed. The synchronizers and mainshafts detailed in the parts list of this manual are of the modified type.
(4)

Check the end float of the gears.
The end float of the gears should be between 0.006 ins. and 0.017 ins.

Note: (a)
(b)

The variable thrust washers do not control the end float but ensure that the parts retained by the circlips
are a tight fit.
The end float of all main shaft gears must not be less than 0.006 ins.

To Re-Assemble the Shift Bar Housing
(1)

Replace the first and reverse rocker arm.
Place the first and reverse rocker arm on the pivot pin in the housing. This pivot pin should be tightened to 40/60
lb/ft.

(2)

Install the four interlocking balls in the holes between the shaft bores. To prevent the interlock balls falling into the
spring holes,place the springs in their holes in the selector housings.

(3)

Replace the rocker lug and first/reverse shift lug.
If the first/reverse shift lug has been dismantled, re-assemble as follows. Insert the ball, return spring and plunger and
then insert detent spring. Screw in the adjusting screw until there is no movement of the plunger, this ensures that
the ball is positively locking the plunger in the detent position.
Check the action of the plunger by inserting the assembly in a soft-;jawed vice with the plunger horizontal, and a bolt
against the plunger. Tighten the vice so that the bolt depressed the plunger, and then release slowly. The plunger
should move in and out smoothly, with no seizing. Lock the plunger and adjusting screw with new split pins.
Tap the rocker lug shaft into the housing through the access hole at the front until the stop and the first and reverse
shift lug can be fitted.
Carry on tapping the shaft into the housing, position the rocker lug over the first and reverse rocker arm, and tap the
shaft home into the lug. Replace the ball and spring in the hole on the right hand side of the housing and secure with
the retaining bolt. Note the locking washer for this bolt. Torque loading 20/25 lb. ft.

(4)

Install the second and third gear selector fork and shift lug.
Tap the second and third gear selector fork shaft into the housing through the access hole at the front until the stop
(direct drive models only) and the shift lug can be fitted. Place the shaft ball on the spring hold the ball down with a
suitable tool and tap the shaft into the housing far enough to hold the ball in place. Fit the interlocking pin in the
second and third gear selector shaft. Install the second and third gear selector fork on the shaft with the lock screw
hole towards the front of the housing and then drive the shaft into the housing until it is in the neutral position.

(5)

Install the fourth and fllth gear selector fork and shift lug {direct drive models).
Tap the fourth and fifth gear selector shaft into the housing through the access hole at the front until the smaller of
the two stops and the selector fork can be fitted. The lock screw hole in the fork should be towards the rear of the
housing. Fit the fourth and fifth gear shift lug with the long arm of the lug towards the rear and the longer stop to the
shaft. Place the shaft ball on the spring, hold the ball down with a suitable tool and tap the shaft fully home.

(6)

Install the fourth and fifth gear selector fork and shift lug (overdrive models).
Tap the fourth and fifth gear selector into the housing through the access hole at the front until the stop and the shift
lug can be fitted, the fork operating peg on the lug should be towards the front. Place the shaft ball on the spring,
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hold the ball down with a suitable tool, and tap the shaft fully home. Fit the two pivot plates to the locating holes on
the fork and position the fork over the peg on the fourth and fifth gear shift lug. Coat the plate dowels and screws
with 'Loctite' and secure the plates to the housing. Fit the slipper complete with '0' rings to the selector fork ends.
(7)

Refit the first and reverse selector fork (Fixed 1st reverse fork)
Drive the first and reverse selector fork shaft into the housing through the access hole, at the rear. Fit the fork to the
shaft and drive the shaft home. Refit the ball and spring in the hole on the left hand side of the housing and secure
with the retaining screw. Note the locking washer on the retaining screw. Torque loading 20/25lbs. ft.

(8)

Fit the first and reverse interlock ball and spring (sliding fork).
Clamp the first and reverse gear selector fork in the vice with the spring bore upwards. Place the spring in the bore
and lay the ball on the spring. Insert a dummy shaft about one inch long or a socket slightly smaller than the selector
shaft, into the selector fork. "Hold the ball down, and tap the dummy shaft or socket far enough into the fork to retain the ball and spring.

(9)

Install the first and reverse selector fork (Sliding fork)
Position the fork in the housing and insert the selector shaft through the hole at the rear of the housing. Slide the
shaft into the fork until it contacts the dummy shaft, hold the fork firmly against the rear wall of the housing and
strike the exposed end of the fork sharply with a hammer. The dummy shaft will then be driven out of the fork and
will force the selector fork shaft far enough into the fork to retain the ball and spring. Tap the selector fork shaft
into the housing until the setscrew hole in the shaft is aligned with the hole in the housing boss.

(10)

Refit the shift fork rod cap (Fixed 1st/Reverse fork).
Fit the shift fork rod cap, complete with a new gasket coated with Shellac to the rear of the housing, and secure with
the three Phillips head screws.

(11)

Install the selector locking screws.
Secure all the locking screws to a torque loading of 13/18lbs. ft. Shift the forks into and out of gear and check that
all stops are free to rotate. When satisfactory, wirelock all the screws.

(12)

Fit new expansion plugs in the access openings in the housing.

(13)

Check the interlocking system.
Select first or reverse gear and check that second, third, fourth or fifth cannot be selected.

(14)

After assembly return the shift bar housing to the neutral position. Many gear selection troubles are caused by faults
in the shift bar housing assembly. Before fitting the housing to the transmission case, check through the various
change movements to ensure a positive but smooth operation.

To Re-Assemble the Transmission.
(I)

Install the countershaft front bearing.
Drive the needle bearing in the front countershaft bore of the transmission case, using tool number 1M.l 01 to avoid
damage to the bearing. The position of the bearing in the case should be 0.007 in. below the front face. Care should
be taken that the bearing is driven in squarely.

(2)

Fit the countershaft.
Tip the rear of the countershaft down, and lower it into the case.

(3)

Install the countershaft rear bearing.
Position the countershaft to enable the bearing to be partially driven on. Position the shaft to locate in the front
bearing and drive the shaft and rear bearing into the case. Fit the retaining washer and circlip to the rear bearing.

(4)

Refit the countershaft rear bearing cap.
Fit a new gasket after a coating of Shellac, and fit the bearing cap. Apply the sealer to the threads of the lockscrews,
and tighten the screws to 20/25 lbs. ft. Note Spring Washers.

(5)

Refit the reverse idler gear.
Insert the two roller bearings with the spacer between them into the bore of the reverse idler gear. Fit the two locating
washers, and place the assembly in position in the transmission case, with the smaller wheel to the rear.

( 6)

Replace the reverse gear idler.
Insert the reverse gear idler shaft through the hole in the rear of the case, through the reverse idler gear and into the
forward support boss. Position the shaft before driving home, so that the locking slot is in line with the locking screw
tapped hole. Drive the shaft home with a drift until the locking slot is level with the case. Secure the shaft lock with
the lockscrew. Apply sealer to the threads, and tighten to 20/25 lbs. ft. Check that the plug screw is fitted in the end
of the shaft.
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(7)

Install the mainshaft.
Slide the first and reverse gear on to the mainshaft and hold in position while tilting the shaft downwards. Insert the
end of the shaft through the rear mainshaft bore in the case. Lower the front end of the mainshaft until it is in line
with the main drive gear bearing opening. In this position refit the fourth/fifth Synchronizer to the shaft. Move the
complete mainshaft assembly forward into position.

Note:- On all synchronizer/gear combinations it is essential to see that where a gear has a plain cone, the matching
synchronizer ring is slotted, and vice versa.
(8)

Replace the main drive gear shaft assembly.
Insert the mainshaft spigot bearing .into the bore of the main drive gear shaft. Position the main drive gear shaft
assembly into the forward end of the transmission case, and drive it home.

(9)

Refit the oil seal to the bearing cap.
Wet the seal with transmission oil and drive the seal into the bearing cap with a soft drift of the same diameter as the
seal.
Ensure that the seal is driven home squarely.

(1 0)

Refit the main drive gear bearing caps.
Check that the bearing retaining circlip is fitted on the main drive gear shaft. Fit a new gasket, after coating with
Shel1ac and fit the bearing cap and oil seal. Lightly lubricate the oil seal bearing diameter to prevent initial dry running. Ensure that the oil return holes in the cap, gasket and case are in line, and are not blocked. Apply sealant to the
thread of the bearing cap screws, and tighten to 15/20 lb. ft.

(11)

Fit the mainshaft rear bearing.
Place the mainshaft rear bearing retaining ring towards the rear over the end of the shaft. Drive the bearing into the
case over the shaft.

Note:- Position the gears in neutral, and turn the main drive gear by hand to ensure that no obstruction or foreign matter
is present in the constant mesh gears.
(12)

Replace the mainshaft rear bearing cover.
Install the speedometer driving gear on the mainshaft. Wet a new oil seal with transmission oil, and fit into the bearing
cover (where fitted). Ensure that the oil return holes are in line and are not blocked.
Fit a new gasket coated with Shellac and tighten down the bolts or seal with 'Loctite' as applicable.

(13)

Fit the mainshaft coupling flange, and secure with the bolts and tabwashers. Tighten the bolts in accordance with the
vehicle manufacturers recommendations.

(14)

Replace the shift bar housing.
Shellac and fit a new shift bar housing gasket, position the housing onto the case ensuring that the selector forks
engage the synchronizers, or in the case of first gear, the gear slot. Secure the housing to the case with screws and
lockwashers, and tighten to 20/25 lbs. ft.

(15)

Alignment of shift bar housing with transmission.
On early models the transmission case and shift bar housing have stake marks on the side to indicate the correct location of the shift bar housing relative to the case. On the later models, the shift bar housing is dowelled to the case. In
the latter the dowels will locate the housing to the case on re-assembly.
On undowelled transmission being reassembled when no rnainshaft components or selector forks have been changed,
assemble the housing to the stake mark. On transmissions where mainshaft components or selector forks have been
changed, reassemble as detailed below.

(a)

Ensure that the mainshaft is located correctly by checking the mainshaft rear bearing housing for tightness.

(b)

Select 5th gear (direct drive models) or 4th gear (overdrive models) and rotate the main drive gear by hand to check
for freedom of rotation between the 4th/5th synchronizer hub and the selector fork.

(c)

If adjustment is required move the shift bar housmg by means of the clearance on the housing bolts.

(d)

Repeat these operations in the following sequence.
2nd gear
4th (direct) or 5th gear (overdrive)
3rd gear

Sl.B

It will be appreciated that when new synchronizers assemblies have been fitted a certain amount of bedding in will
take place after the initial running period.

(16)

Replace P.T.O. cover plates.
Shellac and fit new gaskets, secure the cover plates with the lockscrews and washers using thread sealer. Tighten the
screws to 10/15 lbs. ft.

(17)

Replace drain plugs.
Secure the drain plugs to the case, and tighten up to 30/40 lbs. ft.

(18)

Replace the filler plug.

Notes on Maintenance
(I)

When replacement parts are required, always check that the correct parts are obtained i.e. in the case of gear replacement, always check the Part Number ~tamped on the gear and also check the number of teeth. Great care should be
taken to avoid confusing the components that are not common to both direct and overdrive transmission.

(2)

It is recommended that all gaskets and circlips removed during the dismantling should be renewed on re-assembly.

(3)

During re-assembly care should be taken that all circlips have been fitted, since a circlip left out during re-assembly
can result in complete failure of the transmission.

(4)

It is recommended that lubricants should comply with the list provided at the beginning of these notes, and that the
oil changing procedure given should be complied with.

(5)

All parts should be wetted with the relevant transmission oil bef01;e assembly. 1bis is particularly important in the
case of oil seals.

The Turner Synchronizer
It will be beneficial to understand the basic operation of the
gear shifting.

~ynchronizer

to make full use of the advantages it offers in

The blocker type of synchronizer prevents the clashing of the gears and increases the speed of shifting.
In a conventional transmission, not fitted with synchronizers, the absence of gear clashing depends entirely on the skill
of the vehicle driver.
By double clutching and split second timing of engine speeds with the gear shifting action, a driver can synchronize the
speeds of the engaging gears, thus preventing damage to the gears by clashing when making a fast change.
The blocker synchronizer performs the same function automatically, with or without the 'double declutching' operation,
even through the driver does not time his gear shiftin~ movements.
It also prevents the driver from completing the shift to the point of gear engagement until the engaging gears have reached the same synchronized speeds.

This is known as the blocking action of the synchronizer, and it is this action which makes the operation of shifting a
transmission fitted with synchronizers different from one without.
On shifting gears in synchronized transmissions the first part of the gear shift lever movement brings the blockers into
contact. The blockers momentarily prevent further movement of the shift lever, and the pressure exerted by the driver to
complete the movement is transferred by the blockers to the synchronizers providing the force required to synchronize the
gears being engaged. When the engaging gears have reached the same speed the blockers disengage automatically, allowing
the gearshift lever movement to be completed.
Therefore, to shift a synchronized transmission correctly a steady and continuous pressure must be applied by the driver
to the shift lever until the shift is completed.
Difficulty is sometimes experienced in shifting a synchronizer wheri the vehicle is stationary. This is caused by the fact
that the dis-engagement of the blockers requires relative rotation of the engaging gears.
Under these conditions the same continuous pressure should be applied to the shift lever, and at the same time the clutch
should be engaged slightly This will give sufficient rotation to unlock the synchronizer and allow the shift to be completed
without difficulty.

Sl.9

TRANSMISSION SPECIAL TOOLS
Manufactured and supplied by
V. L. Churchill and Company Ltd.,
P.O. Box 3,
London Road,
Daventry,
Northants.

Tool Number

Description

TM.IOI
TM.l02
TM.l03

Countershaft front bearing remover/replacer
Reverse idler shaft remover
Tool for removing bearings on mainshaft.
SPECIFICATION AND REPAIR DATA

Mainshaft pilot end dia.
Mainshaft 2nd gear internal dia.
Mainshaft 3rd gear internal dia.
Mai.nshaft 4th gear internal dia.
Mainshaft dia. for 4th gear
Mainshaft dia. for 3rd gear
Mainshaft dia. for 2nd gear
4th and 5th gear end play

1.492" to 1.497"
3.360" to 3.3605"
2.8715" to 2.872"
2.450" to 2.460"
2.1651" to 2.1654"
2.3619" to 2.3622"
2.7554" to 2.7559"
0.006" to 0.017"

End play must be maintained
Thrust washers for 4th and 5th gear:-

Thrust washers for 2nd gear:-

Pt.No.
Pt.No.
Pt.No.
Pt.No.
Pt.No.
Pt.No.
Pt.No.

Pt.No.
Pt.No.
Pt.No.
Pt.No.

CKD 6835- 0.148" to 0.150"
CKD 6840- 0.152" to 0.154"
CKD 6839- 0.156" to 0.158"
CKD 6838- 0.160" to 0.162"
CKD 6837- 0.164" to 0.166"
CKD 6836- 0.168" to 0.170"
CKD 7463Reverse idler gear internal dia.
Reverse idler gear shaft dia.

Sl.lO

CKD 6623- 0.144" to 0.146"
CKD 6832- 0.148" to 0.150"
CKD 6834- 0.152" to 0.154"
CKD 6833- 0.155" to 0.157"

1.750" to 1.751"
1.2485" to 1.249"

,

SECTION S2
SEMI AUTOMATIC GEARBOX

SECTION S2
SEMI-AUTOMATIC GEARBOX

Removal and Refitment of Gearbox
(1)

Open or remove, where applicable all access traps to the gearbox.

(2)

Place a suitable container beneath the drain plug, remove the plug and allow sufficient time to ensure complete
drainage. This is best achieved immediately following a run when the oil will be warm and will flow more freely.

(3)

Release all the air connections to the gearbox piston inlet connections.

(4)

Disconnect or remove speedometer generator.

(5)

Disconnect front and rear propeller shaft flange securing nuts and bolts, remove the propeller shafts clear of the
gearbox flanges.

(6)

Fit the casing lifting eyes and erect a suitable tripod and lifting tackle over the access trap, secure a wire rope or sling
and take the initial weight.
Alternatively use a suitable engine cradle trolley and support the gearbox from the bottom cover.

(7)

Release the frame support bolts and either lower the gearbox into the pit area or alternatively withdraw on the
trolley clear of the vehicle.

(8)

Refitting of the gearbox is a reversal of the removal procedure.

(9)

Fill the gearbox with oil through the most accessible oil filler plug available.

(1 0) Check the level with the dipstick.
Refer to British Leyland section 14 for overhaul and routine maintenance not included in this section.

Data
See reference 4-14-3 for data with the exception of the following:

Top Speed Travel Adjuster Washers:
Thickness
1.52,
3.96,
8.70mm
(0.060, 0.156, 0.343 in.)

Special Tools:
The service tool list applicable to this gearbox is contained in the TOOLS section of this manual.

LUBRICATION MAINTENANCE (Reference 4-14-1)
The correct oil for use in the GB340/9 unit is Shell Donax T3 or Daltons Grade 777 or their equivalents. The gearbox
capacity is 9litres (16 pints).
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Three Monthly or Every 24 000 kilometres (15 000
miles)
Check the condition of the upper piston seals by
removing the chamber drain plugs. Select each
gear in turn, if oil is blown out, the piston seal
should be renewed.

•
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(6·35mrn)
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Check top speed piston travel Fig. 2, as follows
a.

Remove top speed cylinder drain plug.

b.

Adjust setscrew until back face of cap 1s
against the face of the adapter.

i
E

"'0C?'
<10

c.

Fit service tool in drain plug hole.

d.

Screw down setscrew until light contact is
made with piston. Measure thread length (A).

e.

V
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lXi

1"1')
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Select top gear.

(i)

N

•

f.

I H87in(4·7Smm)

. • ;J

Screw down setscrew until light contact is
again made with the piston; measure thread
length (B). Subtract length (B) from (A) to
give piston travel (C).

~

;

·3j~ i~~IA (9·52mm)
Can be made from Adaptor
Leyland Part 10870898

If dimension (C) is less than 34·9 mm (1·375 in):
g.

Screw setscrew right back and disengage top
gear.

h.

Remove service tool and replace cylinder drain
plug.

M5265

FIG.

If dimension (C) is more than 34·9 mm (1·375 in):
1.

Screw setscrew right back and disengage top
gear.

J.

Remove top cover and withdraw piston and
spring; check condition of seals.

k.

Pull out end of push rod and fit relevant
thickness washers (1) to give a dimension (C)
of 27 to 29 mm (1·05 to 1·15 in).

1.

SERVICE TOOL SPECIFICATION

Note: The maximum permissible build-up of shims is

26·2 mm (1·032 in) which is equivalent to three of the
thickest shims. The need for more shims indicates that
the limits of wear have been reached on the clutch.

I.

Slide piston and spring into cylinder, ensuring
that seals are not distorted.

m. Fit cover, remove tool and fit drain plug.
n.

M4126A

Select top speed gear and check for leaks.

FIG. 2. CHECKING PISTON TRAVEL
I. Distance washers.

1. Service tool.
A. Clutch released.
B. Clutch engaged.
C. Piston travel (A-B)

Test vehicle under normal road and load conditions.
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SECTION 14
SEMI-AUTOMATIC PNEUMOCYCLIC GEARBOX
(Rat•onallsed 4 or S Speed)

Reference

DRIVING PROCEDURE
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4-14-13
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DRIVING
Gearchanging

To understand the correct method of gearchanging, it
is important to appreciate that the gearchange lever is
merely an air valve which allows air into the operating
cylinders of the appropriate brake band in the gearbox.
When the gearchange lever is moved into a gear position,
the air pressure builds up almost immediately and the
brake band JS locked within approximately half a second.
When the gear lever is moved out of a gear position, the
air pressure in the piston chamber is slowly released
through the restrictor valves in the piston cover,
resulting in a short delay before the brake bands release.

MANUAL

A 0 5 72

PROCEDURE
3.

When a suitable road speed is reached, move the
control lever to the neutral position keeping the
accelerator depressed. Pause sufficiently to allow
the brake bands to release.

4.

Release the accelerator enough to allow the engine
speed to correspond with the 2nd gear road speed.

5.

Move the control lever into the 2nd gear position
and depress the accelerator accordingly.

6.

Repeat the procedure until top gear is engaged.
Note that the releasing time is considerably shorter
when in the higher gear range.

This delay or releasing period can be clearly established
by the following procedure:

Downward Changes

1. With the engine running, fully apply the hand brake.

1. With the accelerator pedal depressed, move the

2.

Partially depress the accelerator pedal.

3.

Move the gearchange lever into 1st gear position.
The engine revs will drop almost immediately
showing that the brake band has gripped the brake
drum, and the gear is fully engaged.

4.

With the accelerator still held in the same position,
move the gearchange lever back to neutral. The
engine will stay for about 2 seconds under load and
will then increase in speed, indicating that the brake
band has released.

control lever to the neutral position.
2.

Pause to allow the engine speed to correspond with
the road speed of the next gear.

3.

Move the control lever into the next gear position
keeping the accelerator pedal depressed throughout.

Important

1. Do not coast in neutral, this may result in
damage through over-speeding of the planet gear
trains.
2.

5.

Repeat this exercise for each of the other gears to
establish the 'releasing' time lag for each gear. It
will be noticed that the higher gears have a shorter
'releasing' time. This 'releasing' time lag must be
allowed for in gearchanging, and the following is a
description of the method of gearchanging which
should be employed under normal operating
conditions.
Note: If the gearchange lever is moved rapidly from
say, 1st gear position to 2nd gear position, 2nd gear
band is applied approximately 2 seconds before 1st
gear band releases. Therefore, I st and 2nd gears
are engaged together and one brake band must slip
during the overlap period. This will lead to early
gearbox failure and it can be avoided only by
pausing in the neutral position to allow the brake
band to release before the next gear is engaged.

Be careful not to change direct from Top to
Second gear when travelling at speed, or serious
damage will be caused to the engine and transmission.
Due to the extremely easy gear change, this change
can be made unintentionally.

3.

Do not change from Reverse to a Forward gear
whilst the vehicle is still travelling backwards,
or from a Forward gear to Reverse whilst travelling forwards. To do this will cause serious damage
to the gearbox and transmission.

4.

Towing: If the vehicle has to be towed for any
distance exceeding 3 miles (5 kilometres), it is
essential that the rear propeller shaft be disconnected from the gearbox, or the rear axle driving
shafts be withdrawn.

It is imperative to ensure that before moving the
To Start from Rest

1. With the vehicle brakes applied select the first gear
position.
2.

Release the brakes and depress the accelerator.
'•

vehicle after standing overnight or for a similar
length of time, that a pressure of at least 85lb flin 2
(6 kgf/cm2) is indicated on the auxiliary air
gauge. Failure to comply with this stipulation
will result in serious damage to vehicles fitted
with the semi-automatic gearbox.
JO-C
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RESTRICTORS

Size

Application
4-speed

5-speed

0·043 in. (1·09 mm.) ...

I st and reverse.

I st, 2nd and reverse.

0·0625/0·070 in. (1·59/1·78 mm.)

2nd and 3rd.

3rd and 4th.

Note: The above table covers the standard range only. Operators with non-standard gearboxes should refer to the
relevant parts list.
OIL SEALS

Input Shaft

Metal housing with single-lipped synthetic rubber
seal and garter spring insert ...

Outside
Diameter

Shaft
Diameter

Width

5·750 in.

4·750 in.

0-500 in.

4·758/4·754 in.
{120·853/120·752 mm.)

3·500 in.
(88·9 mm.)

0·625/0·615 in.
(15·875/15·621 mm.)

1·1295/1-1265 in.
(.2a·688/28·610 mm.)

0·500 in.
0·380/0·365 in.
(12·700 mm.) (9·652/9·271 mm.)

Output Shaft

Metal housing with double-lipped synthetic rubber
seal and garter spring insert ...
Speedometer Housing

Metal housing with single-lipped synthetic rubber
seal and garter spring insert ...
Top Speed Piston

26·67 to 29· 21 mm
(1·050 to 1·150 in).
1·52, 3·45, 8·7 mm
(0·060, 0·136, 0·343 in).

Limits of travel
Adjuster washers
END FLOAT ADJUSTING WASHERS

0·105/0·100 in.
(2·667/2·540 mm.)

0·145/0·140 in.
(3·683/3·556 mm.)

0·185/0·180 in.
(4·669/4·572 mm.)

0· 225/0· 220 in.
(5·715/5-586 mm.)

0·125/0·120 in.
(3·175/3·048 mm.)

0·165/0·160 in.
(4·191/4·064 mm.)

0·205/0·200 in.
(5·207/5·080 mm.)

0·245/0·240 in.
(6·223/6·096 mm.)

SERVICE TOOLS

Part

Description

524154

Assembly stand for gear train.

524169

Adapter for use in conjunction with Tool524154 for assembly of gear train on input shaft gear assembly.

400174

Cspanner, for flange nuts.

LC 134

Special nut runner for use when setting the brake bands.

LCI28

Height gauge for checking gearcase or running gear.

Setting gauge for initial setting of brake bands.
Part

Size

1·187 in.
(30·149 mm.)
LC133
1·300 in.
(33·020 mm.)
JO-C

Application
4-speed
1st, 2nd and
reverse speed
3rd speed

5-speed
Ist, 2nd. 3rd and
reverse speed.
4th speed.
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CUT AWAY VIEW OF S·SPEED RATIONALISED GEARBOX

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The gearbox is of the epicyclic type having four or five
forward speeds and reverse.
By standardising the gear ratios on all the forward
speeds, it has become possible, simply by blanking off
the first gear of the five speed gearbox, to use the same
gearcase and many component parts, for both applications.
Before describing the maintenance and overhaul procedure however, the following paragraphs may help the
reader to understand the basic principles of epicyclic
geanng.

M943
FIG. J

A VIEW OF A SIMPLE EPICYCLIC GEAR TRAIN TO
SHOW THE PURPOSE OF THE BAND BRAKE

COMPOUNDING OF GEARS
SIMPLE EPICYCLIC GEARING

The method of transmitting the drive from the engine
to the output shaft is shown in Fig. 3. Here the simple
gear has the drive from the engine connected to the
shaft SI which is in one with the sun wheel S. The
mechanism being driven is connected to the shaft S2,
which is integral with the carrier C, and finally the
annulus A is held stationary by a band brake B. The
drive from the engine will cause the sun wheel S to
turn and since the planet wheels P are engaged with the
sun wheel, they too, will turn. However, since the
planet wheels are also engaged with the annulus which
is held stationary, as they turn, they roll around the
inside of the annulus, taking with them the planet
carrier C which is integral with shaft 52. In this way
the drive from the engine is transferred to the driven
mechanism. The arrows in the diagram indicate the
rotation and direction of the various parts.
10-C

It will be appreciated that the gears are not used independently as in conventional gearboxes. Other gears
are obtained by rotating the annulus of the simple
train at a controlled speed, thus reducing the ratio.
By connecting one or more of the elements of one
'train' with those of similar trains and a band brake
provided, then each time a brake is applied a gear change
is made and various ratios obtained.
These operations are diagrammatically illustrated in
Fig. I.
With four speed semi-automatic gearboxes, the drive
is transmitted through the gear trains to the planet
carrier of the first gear which is in mesh with the output
shaft. In the case of the five speed box however, a
crawler gear has been added between the original first
gear and reverse. The arrows in the diagram indicate
how the power flow is transferred. Note that the first
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When the nut appears to have stopped turning.
another six applications should be made to ensure
that no further movement takes place.
11. If the adjuster nut has not turned, move the
adjuster screw out half a turn at a time until the
nut commences to turn, apply and release the
brake until the nut has ceased to turn, and check
the gap with the gauge.

Final Adjustment
1. If the gauge will not enter, release the brake and
move the adjuster screw half a turn outwards and
re-lock.
2.

Apply and release the brake until .the adjuster nut
stops turning.

3.

Check the gap.
Repeat these operations I to 3 if required.

1.

If the gauge has too much clearance, move the
adjuster screw half a turn inwards and re-lock.

2.

Release the external spring when f.itted. Insert the
service tool and screw the adjuster nut half a turn in
an anti-clockwise direction.

3.

Remove the service tool and replace the external
adjuster spring. Apply and release the brake until
the adjuster nut stops turning.

4.

Check the gap.

FIG. 11.

FITTING THE CYLINDER LINERS

M.IG91

Repeat these operations I to 4 if required.

Note: Should the mechanism fail to respond to
this setting sequence, especially failure of adjuster
nut to turn when the adjuster spring is considerably
deflected, see Failure of Adjuster Mechanism.

New Linings
To facil:tate the bedding in of new linings, complete
the above operation then turn the adjuster nut clockwise
one quarter turn. The slight increase in the setting
dimension will be absorbed when the grooves in the
brake drum bed into the new lin:ngs.

FIG. 12. TO SHOW GAUGE APPLICATION WHEN SETTING
THE BRAKES

OVERHAUL
TO DISMANTLE THE GEARBOX
The four and five speed rationalised gearbox has two
major applications.
1.

As used when the gearbox is chassis mounted
between the engine and rear axle. For this application the gearbox is fitted with a front cover
to accept the necessary coupling.

2.

As used when the gearbox is unit mounted to the
engine. For this application a dutch housing is
fitted and a different coupling flange used.

The running gear of both gearboxes is almost identical
however and it is only necessary to substitute the front
cover for the clutch housing or vice-versa when reading
the text. Any differences regarding the dismantling and
reassembling procedure, will be covered in the following
paragraphs and are illustrated wherever possible.
JO-C

FIG. 13.

ASSEMBLY STAND AND ADAPTOR
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Note: The stand shown in the following illustrations, is
the production model of the service stand, the former
being moveable and incorporating a fold away flat
surface. The service stand Part 524154 is a simplified
version of the production stand and must be used in
conjunction with a suitable flat surface.
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TO DISMANTLE THE RUNNING GEAR
AND CLUTCH HOUSING ASSEMBLY

1. Remove the reverse speed annulus (24) and

inter~

mediate bearing (44).

2. Remove the bush (45).
Note: Refer to Fig. 42 when dismantling and re~
assembling the gearbox.

3.

1. Place the gearbox in the horizontal positron,
and after ensuring that the gearbox has been drained
of oil, uncouple the inlet and outlet oil pipes and
remove the oil pump, Fig. 7.

2. Remove the
3.

power~take~off

4. Remove the Ist speed annulus (22) and bush (49).
sub~assembly of the Ist speed gear
train (23), and the bush (52).

5. Remove the

if fitted.

Remove the two inspection covers situated on the
top of the gearbox to gain access to the automatic
brake adjusters.

Note: On 4 speed gearboxes, the Ist speed gear
train is replaced by a coupling member which only
transfers the drive from the 2nd speed annulus to
the sun~wheel of the reverse speed gear train.
Operations 4 and 5 can therefore be ignored and
substituted by the removing of the coupling member.
The 2nd speed gear train on the 5 speed gearbox
will now become the 1st speed gear train on a 4
speed gearbox and so on. However, in order to
avoid confusion, it is advisable to refer to the
coupling member as the 1st speed; the overhaul
proceclure for both gearboxes, will then be identical.

4. Remove the securing nuts and withdraw the
speedometer housing complete.

5. Remove the union from the gearbox casing to the
oil muff (43).

6.

Remove the sub~assembly of the reverse speed gear
train (28), reverse speed sun wheel (30),
bushes (46 and 47), and bush (48).

Tighten the reverse and 4th speed brake bands.
Remove the split pins and nuts (79) and (37) from
ends of the input and output shafts. Remove the
seal ring.
Alternatively, C~spanner, Part 400174 can be used
to hold the driving flange steady whilst the nut
is removed.

sub~assembly of the 2nd speed gear
train (19) which comprises the output shaft (38)
and the 2nd speed planets.

6. Remove the

7. Place the gearbox in the vertical position.

7.

Remove the adjusting washer (53).

8.

Remove the nuts which secure the oil seal and the
bearing housings at the rear of the gearbox casing.

8.

9.

Withdraw the housings (33) and (35) complete
with the oil seal (39), bearing (40), and coupling
flange (32).

Remove the sub~assembly of the 3rd speed gear
train (17), which comprises the 4th speed annulus
(13), the 3rd speed planets and the 2nd speed
annulus (18).

9.

Reverse the input shaft assembly in the stand.

Separate the components and examine the oil seal
and bearing. Renew if wear is evident.

10. Remove the distance washer (41), speedometer
worm wheel (42) and the oil muff (43).

bearing housings (83) and (84) to the clutch
housing or front cover.

11. Withdraw the input coupling flange complete with

11. Slacken off the brake adjusters.
12. Unscrew each adjuster nut a few turns in an

10. Remove the nuts which secure the oil seal and

oil seal and bearing housings.
anti~

clockwise direction. If this is not done, incorrect
centralising of the brake bands may cause rapid
and uneven wear of the brake linings when the
box is again in service.

13. Remove the nuts securing the clutch housing or
front cover to the gearcase.

12. Remove the oil pump driving gear (80) and the
sleeve.

13 Remove the clutch housing or front cover (85)
with the top speed piston (70) complete.

14 . Release the spring clip and remove the

sub~

assembly of the clutch sliding panel (6) and the
trunnion ring (5).

14. Lift off the gearcase, leaving the running gear and
clutch housing or front cover assembly in the
stand.

Examine the pivot pin face for wear (82). Any
wear will allow the trunnion ring to move away
JO-C

SECTION C1
MANUAL CHANGE SPEED

SECTION 'C'
MANUAL CHANGE SPEED

'C' 1
The change speed lever casing is secured to the inner channel of the offside sidemember through a mounting bracket.
This position brings the gear lever knob comfortable adjacent to the drivers left hand.
The gear lever pivots in an orthodox manner of a spherical ball enclosed within a casing seating with the fork end controlling the movement ofthe selector shaft supported in the box extension.
A dust cover is fitted to the upper casing plate encircling the lever to exclude the ingress of foreign matter.
A universal joint fork is secured through a reamed fitted bolt to the rear extended section of the selector shaft.
This joint is the forward connection of the front coupling tube.
This primary connecting tube has two separate fitments according to the engine supplied.
(a)

Leyland engine - The connecting tube continues rearwards parallel to the frame sidemember and is supported at the
second crossmember through a bearing carried in a housing secured to the crossmember.
To the rear of this crossmember a further coupling tube is connected through a universal joint and fork angling the
tube to a central frame position for coupling to the gearbox change speed control shaft.

,..-

(b)

Perkins engine -The connecting forward tube is angled directly through the joint to the nearside of the second crossmember connecting through a universal joint to the cranked secondary coupling tube forward to the crossmember.
The cranked coupling tube is supported at its forward end by a bearing secured to the crossmember, this tube then
continues in a parallel position to the nearside sidemember and is connected via an offset welded plate to the universal coupling joint at the change speed control shaft.
The coupling tubes are supported in a Prescollan type bearing assembly and require no lubrication.
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SECTION C2
SEMI AUTOMATIC CHANGE SPEED

SECTION 'E'
FRONT AXLE
'E' 1
The 'I' section beam is designed With a rated capacity of 10,000 lbs. The wheel hubs are mounted on adjustable taper '
roller bearings. The king pins work in anti-friction plain bearings with thrust pads.
Secured to the brake back plate mounting bracket are the front brake air cylinders.
To Remove the Axle
(1)

Jack and block up securely, the frame, beneath the chassis sidemembers forward of the front spring hangers.

(2)

Initially slacken the road wheel securing nuts, then using a centrally positioned trolley jack raise the axle and take the
initial weight of the assembly.

(3)

Remove the wheel nuts and remove the wheels.

(4)

Disconnect the front brake cylinder air hoses and secure clear of the assembly to avoid damage.

(5)

Disconnect the rear fore and aft rod ball joint at the steering arm using extractor tool No. 123 SZ, secure fore and aft
rod clear of axle assembly.

(6)

Release the nuts securing the axle 'U' bolts and clear the bolts and saddle from the assembly, compress the shock
absorbers clear of the axle.

(7)

Lower the axle on the centrally positioned trolley jack and draw the assembly clear of the vehicle through the body
wheel arch.

Alternatively to remove the axle complete with road springs

(1)

Repeat operations I to 5 as above, then release the securing nuts at the bottom fitting of the shock absorber connection, close the telescopic section to release the absorber from the lower bracket.

(2)

Jack and support the axle to relieve the weight at the shackle pins, release the front bracket, shackle pin caps and
the rear shackle pin locking bolts, remove the fro'nt caps and rear locking bolts, release shackle link plates.

(3)

Lower the central axle trolley jack freeing the spring front eye and withdraw the axle complete with springs through
the wheelarch aperture.

(4)

Remove the road springs.
Re-assembly is carried out by a reversal of the foregoing operations.

Note:-

The shackle pinch bolts at the rear of the front spring and front cap nuts should be fmally tightened after the
vehicle weight is on the springs.

Removal of Front Hub
(I)

Slacken off the road wheel nuts and jack up the vehicle.

(2)

Remove the nuts and the road wheels.

(3)

Release the brake drum setscrews and remove the brake drums.

(4)

Remove the hub outer cap.

(5)

Remove the bearing nut split pin and remove the hub nut.

(6)

Remove the thrust washer and outer bearing cone assembly.

(7)

Withdraw the hub from the stub axle with seal and bearing.

(8)

Remove the grease seal and the inner bearing cone assembly from the hub.

(9) The bearing cups may now be drifted from the hub.
Re-assembly of Front Hub and Adjustment of Bearings.
(I)

Assemble the bearing cups to the hub.

(2)

Place in position the inner bearing cone.

(3)

Fit the grease seal to the hub.

(4)

Fit the hub to the stub axle.

(5)

Add the outer bearing cone assembly.
El.2

Note:-

At this stage do not pack the hub with grease.

(6)

Position the thrust washer on the stub axle and tighten up the nut to bring the bearings on to the rollers and slack
back one slot to give some initial end float .

(7)

Rotate the hub thrusting in and out for a few turns to clear any lubricant film from the roller tracks. Check the end
float of the hub bearings with a dial test indicator which can be attached to a convenient place. The indicator should
preferably be positioned to record the end float at the vertical centre line of the hub. End float should be from .004"
to .009". This adjustment is normally obtained by tightening the slotted nut until the bearings are on the rollers
and then slackening back one slot to give the required measurement.

{8)

Remove the hub, the bearing inner assemblies comprising the cone, rollers and cage should be packed with grease,
ensuring that the cavities between cone, rollers and cage are completely f:Uled. The hub cap should be filled with
sufficient grease to reach the cage of the outer bearings.

{9)

Re-assemble the hub and bearings and retighten the slotted nut to the correct end float position, then fit the retaining split pin and hub cap.

{10)

Replace the road wheels, tighten the wheel nuts and remove the jack from the vehicle, recheck the tightness of the
wheel nuts.

To Remove the Swivel Pin.
(1)

Remove the brake drum and hub as previously described.

(2)

Remove the brake shoes as detailed in the brake section, disconnect air hose to front brake chambers, remove brake
chambers from mounting plate.

{3)

Release torque plate securing bolts and remove the back plate assemblies complete with expander and adjuster units.

{4)

Remove Swivel pin greasers, release the locking wire on the bottom cover bolts, remove cover set bolts, remove cover
with appropriate shims and thrust buttons.

(5)

Slacken off the cotter pin nut and washer, tap cotter pin free, remove nut and washer, drive out cotter pin.

(6)

Disconnect fore and aft rod joint, release track rod joint.

(7)

Drive or press out the swivel pin in a downward direction.

(8)

Remove the stub axle, remove the '0' ring seal, and drive out the stub axle bushes.

Replacement of the Swivel Pin and Stub Axle Assembly
{1)

Re-bush stub axles, new bushes are supplied pre-reamed to size for direct fitment to stub axles.

{2)

Position the stub axle on the axle beam, drive the swivel pin upwards ensuring that the '0' ring is in position beneath
the upper bush, and the lower oil seal is fitted above the lower bush.

(3)

Drive the swivel pin fully home till the lower diameter chamfer is correctly located in the bore of the beam eye.

(4)

Fit the thrust buttons and shim the bottom cover with the setbolts secured to give an end float of .002"/.005" measured at the upper beam eye face and the top lower stub axle bore face.

(5)

Having obtained the above dimension, fit the cotter pin, ensuring a good locking fit, secure with nut and washers.

(6)

Fit the upper oil seal, swivel pin cover, fibre washer and upper greaser.

(7)

Wire the bottom cover securing set bolts, fit the lower greaser.

{8)

Fit the brake backplate with expander, and adjuster unit, refit brake shoes, axle hub and brake drum, fit front brake
chamber and connect air hose.

{9)

Ensure complete freedom of movement of the stub axle assembly, connect tie rod joint and fore and aft rod joint to
stub axle arms.

{I 0)

Fit and secure the road wheel, lower jack assembly and further tighten road wheels.
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SECTION M1
REAR AXLE

5.13 : 1 - 5.86 : 1
RATIOS

SECTION 'C'
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SEMI-AUTOMATIC CHANGE SPEED
'C' 2
Change speed operation is by an electro-pneumatic system.
The gear selector switch is mounted on the steering column, convenient to the driver's left hand and incorporates one
pair of electric contacts for each gear. Movement of the change speed lever into any gate position closes the corresponding
pair of contacts thus energising the appropriate solenoid in the electro-pneumatic valve block.
The gear positions are indicated on a metal plate secured to the switch unit. In the centre of the plate a red light operated by a further set of contacts, lights up when the change speed lever is in neutral,therebyindicating that an electrical
supply is available at the switch.
The following safety devices are incorporated in the gear selector switch mechanism:A spring loaded locking plunger prevents the accidental engagement of reverse gear and also compels the driver to stop
the vehicle before engaging reverse gear as both hands are required for this operation.
A safety relay breaks the circuit in the event of the system becoming overloaded.
A mechanical latch prevents the movement of the lever from top to first without using the intermediate gears.
An auxiliary air reservoir mounted beneath the driver's floorplate supplies the air for the gearbox operation via the
control of the multiple E.P. Valve. This reservoir is in the air circuit following the main braking requirement. but it also
supplies the handbrake spring actuators.
Maintenance of the Gear Selector Switch
No routine lubrication is necessary as the operating spindle is carried in oil-less bearings.
The indexing ball and spring should be greased at overhaul periods.
To inspect and renew the warning light, unscrew the bezel and remove the bulb.
The manufacturers instructions should be referred to for all information concerning the overhaul of the gear selector
switch.
Electro-Pneumatic Valve
The electro-pneumatic valve unit which is mounted to the outrigger forward of the offside front wheel controls the
supply of compressed air required for changing gear.
A bank of five double valves (composite inlet-exhaust) is arranged so that each pair, when acutated, diverts compressed
air from a common inlet gallery to one of five corresponding outlet ports. These are connected by a cluster of five supply
pipes to the gearbox operating cylinders for the four forward gears and reverse. Air from the inlet port passes to the common
gallery for the valves at a pressure suitable for gear changing. This pressure is controlled by a pressure limiting valve which
is situated between the gearbox air reservoir and the E.P. valve unit. Actuation of each double valve is by means of a related
solenoid plunger; the five solenoids operate identically as described hereunder.
When the circuit to a solenoid coil is closed by a current sent out from the control unit the solenoid plunger is actuated
The plunger is drilled to accommodate the air exhaust valve stem and the exhaust valve is similarly drilled to accommodate
the air inlet valve stem. With this composite design the movement of the solenoid plunger closes the exhaust valve and simultaneously opens the inlet valve against its spring.Air from the common air inlet gallery enters the valve block and passes
out to the appropriate gearbox operating cylinder through the related supply pipe.
When the solenoid circuit is broken by the control unit, the inlet valve spring closes the inlet valve which simultaneously
opens the exhaust valve. Air from the gearbox operating cylinder then exhausts to the air outlet gallery of the unit. The air
escapes to atmosphere through felt pads located in the exhaust vent holes at each end of the valve block under the gasket
and at each end of the solenoid cover.
Maintenance of the Electro-Pneumatic Valve Unit.
No lubrication is required within the valve unit itself and the only items which need occasional attention are the drain
plugs which must be removed to allow any water which may have accumulated in the high pressure gallery to be drained
away. This accumulation of water is caused by the moisture content of the compressed air and the quantity is dependent
upon climatic conditions.
Owing to the danger of penetration of dirt into the solenoid and valve assemblies, it is not recommended to carry out
valve adjustments when the unit is still on the vehicle.
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Removal of the Elctro-Pneumatic Valve Unit
(1)

Switch off the D.C. supply to the gear selector switch.

(2)

Disconnect all the air pipes attached to the valve unit.

(3)

Remove the terminal housing.

(4)

The valve unit can now be removed by releasing the three securing bolts.
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SECTION 'M'

REAR AXLE
'M' 1

The axle is a fully floating single reduction type unit employing a case of pressed steel construction. The gear carrier
(or driving head) assembly consists of a conventional type differential unit with spiral bevel pinion and crown wheel gears.
Each hub is mounted on taper roller bearings and carries a detachable brake drum. Each axle shaft takes the drive from the
gear carrier assembly to the hub.
To Remove the Rear Axle

(1)

Drain the oil from the axle, preferably when it is still warm after use.

(2)

Scotch the front wheels , loosen the rear wheel securing nuts.

(3)

Jack up the axle centrally with a trolley jack until the wheels are just clear of the ground, taking the weight of the
frame by blocking securely beneath the chassis side members with pillar stands or wood blocks.

( 4)

Remove the road wheels, the wheel nuts are left hand threaded at the left hand side of the vehicle and right hand
threaded at the right hand side.

(5)

Expel all air from the brake system and disconnect the air line hose connection at the axle mounting plate and the
air pipes at the spring brake actuator port.

(6)

Release and remove the axle companion flange securing bolts and lower propellor shaft clear of the axle casing.

(7)

Wind off each brake actuator manual release bolt. Remove the nuts and washers securing the spring brake actuators
then withdraw the actuators from the axle mounting plate.

(8)

Remove the spring 'U' bolt securing nuts and drive the 'U' bolts upwards clear of the lower saddles.

(9)

Ensure that the axle case is wedged to prevent it tipping when released from the spring pads.

,...

(1 0)

Lower the axle sufficiently to clear the springs and withdraw sideways from the vehicle.
Refitment to the vehicle is carried out by a reversal of the above operations.

Note:-

It will be necessary to check thoroughly all the air connections for signs of leakage, and the spring 'U' bolts for
tightness after the weight is supported through the suspension.
Finally check the road wheel nuts and the road spring nuts after 500 miles.

Removing the Axle Shafts
Remove the ten nuts and spring washers securing the axle shaft to the hub, insert two screws into the tapped holes in
the flang_e and turn them evenly to withdraw the shaft. Remove the joint washer from under the flange. In the case of a
broken axle shaft the portion remaining in the axle tube may be tapped out from the other side using a long steel bar.
Wash the shaft in a suitable cleaning fluid and blow dry with compressed air. Examine for twisting, cracks, worn splines
and elongated holes in the flanges .
Refitting
Renew the flange joint washer, then thread in the splined end carefully and slowly turn the shaft while pressure is applied
to engage the splines in the differential wheel.
Removing the Hubs
Jack up the rear of the vehicle, scotch the front wheels, unwind the release bolt on the spring brake actuator to free the
hand brake application.
Remove the road wheels, remove the axle shafts as previously described.
Remove the hub oil retainer, tap back the tabs of the lock washer, unscrew the bearing locknut, and remove the lock
washer, adjusting nut, and bearing washer. The Hub together with the brake drum can now be withdrawn after slackening
off the brake adjusters.
Dismantling
Detach the brake drum by removing the four screws and conical shakeproof washers.
Using a soft drift, drive the oil seal and inner bearing out of the hub. In some cases it will be found that the oil seal and
inner race remains on the axle tube. Where this occurs the appropriate tools should be used to remove them. Drive the outer
bearing race out of the hub.
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Unscrew the back nuts from the wheel studs and remove the wheel studs from the hub.
Inspection
Clean all parts in a suitable cleaning fluid and blow them dry with compressed air . Examine the hub for signs of wear,
particularly the machined portions which are in contact with the bearing outer races. Inspect the bearings for pits, scores
and cracks, renewing them as a complete assembly if their condition seems doubtful.
Wheel studs which have damaged threads should be renewed.
Refitting
This is a reversal of the removal instructions, noting the following points:The inner race of the outer bearing must be placed in position by hand after the hub has been replaced in position. As
serious damage can result from incorrect setting it is important that the wheel bearings are correctly adjusted.
When the adjustment is correct the hub should rotate freely and a slight perceptible end-float should be present. If the
adjustment is too tight, crushing of the bearings will be experienced. To adjust the bearings rotate the hub and tighten the
inner (adjusting) nut until a slight drag is felt, then slacken the nut one-sixth of a turn at a time until the adjustment is
correct. Do not confuse oil seal drag with-bearing drag or too much play will be left in the bearings.
Re-adjust the brakes
Oil Seal Renewal

An oil seal can be renewed without dismantling the hub. Proceed as follows:Withdraw the old seal from the hub with a suitable tool and discard it.
Clean the exposed area with cloth moistened in a suitable cleaning solvent.
Carefully press or tap a new oil seal in ensuring that the lip faces the inside of the hub.
Gear Carrier Assembly
Removing
Drain the oil from the axle, preferably when it is still warm after use.
Withdraw both axle shafts about 9 in. (23 cm).
Disconnect the propellor shaft from the coupling flange.
The carrier is secured to the axle casing by four studs and nuts, and eight setscrews. When these are removed the carrier
can be withdrawn from the casing, taking care to suppbrt it on a cradle mounted on a trolley jack, or some other suitable
means as it is of considerable weight.
Following the dismantling of the complete axle assembly, wash the axle case in paraffin and blow dry with compressed
air. Inspect the centre case, tubes, flanges and spring seats for cracks, distortion and loose dowels.
Dismantling
Remove the kick-pad screw from the left-hand side of the gear carrier case.
Remove the four nuts securing the caps of the differential bearings after knocking back the lock washers. Check the
markings of the caps so that they can be replaced in their original positions, and then remove them. Lift the crown wheel
and differential assembly out of the carrier.
Withdraw the differential bearings from the differential case.
Remove the crown wheel securing bolts and detach the crown wheel from the differential case.
Remove the eight nuts securing the two halves of the differentail case together, then carefully prise them apart to expose
the differential wheels, pinions, and spider.
The bevel pinion assembly should now be removed from the gear carrier. Remove the six setscrews securing the assembly
to the gear carrier, then using a soft drift applied to the inner end of the pinion shaft, drive the assembly out of the carrier.
The pinion parallel roller bearing outer race will remain in the carrier and can be removed with a soft drift after removing
the locating plate.
Remove the coupling flange retaining nut, then withdraw the flange from the pinion shaft with tool 18G2. This will
release the dust cover, bearing cover and oil seal, and the thrust washer.
Press the pinion, from its splined end, out of the bearing cage. The distance collar and the inner race and roller assembly
of the inner taper-roller bearing will remain on the shaft. Withdraw the distance collar, then press the inner race and roller
assembly off the shaft. Remove the pinion parallel-roller bearing inner race retaining plate. and withdraw the inner race from
the shaft.
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The inner race and roller assembly of the outer taper roller bearing can be removed by hand from the bearing cage, and
( ' the taper roller bearing outer races driven out with suitable drift.
Cleaning and Inspection
Wash all parts in a suitable cleaning fluid and blow them dry with compressed air.
Inspect all the bearings for pits, scores, and cracks.
Examine the crown wheel and bevel pinion teeth for wear or damage, also the bevel pinion splines for twisting and wear.
Examine the differential gears, their respective thrust washers, and the spider for signs of wear.
Inspect the differential case for wear, cracks and elongated holes.
Inspect the gear carrier case for wear, cracks, elongated holes and stripped threads.
Check that the splines of the coupling flange are in good order and that the outer surface is free from grooves.
Re-assembling
Re-assemble the bevel pinion first. Press the outer races of the taper roller bearings into the cage so that the thick edges
face each other and are flush against the shoulder.
Press the inner race of the parallel-roller bearing onto the rear end of the bevel pinion and secure it with the retaining
washer and screw. The inner race and roller assembly of the inner taper roller bearing should now be pressed onto the shaft.
ensuring that the thick edge of the race abuts against the machined face of the pinion teeth.
Slide the distance collar onto the shaft. The collars v~in thickness and the original one should be fitted until the preload of the bearings has been determined.
Install the pinion in the bearing cage, then press the inner race and roller assembly of the outer taper-roller bearing onto
the pinion shaft, and slide the thrust washer into position.
At this stage the preload of the taper roller bearings should be determined. Carry out this operation without fitting the
oil seal and bearing cover, but fit the coupling flange and tighten the retaining nut to a torque of 200 to 250 lb. ft. (27 .5
to 34.5 kg.m.). On turning the pinion shaft a noticeable drag should be felt and this should be such as to give a torque of 8
to 20 lb. in. (9 to 23 kg. cm.). This can be checked with tool 18G 207, which is attached to the coupling flange.lf the
torque is not within the limits mentioned the assembly must be dismantled as previously described, and the distance collar
replaced with one which will give the correct reading. If the torque reading is high a thicker distance collar is required; if
the torque reading is low a thinner distance collar is required.
When the bearings have been satisfactorily preloaded the flange should be withdrawn, and a new sealing ring installed in
the groove of the outer face of the bearing cage. Fit a new oil seal into the bearing cover, then re-assemble the cover, dust
cover and coupling flange onto the pinion shaft. Tighten the coupling flange retaining nut to a torque of 200 to 250 lb. ft.
(27.5 to 34.5 kg.m.), and secure with the lock washer.
Using a soft drift, drive the pinion parallel-roller bearing outer race into its location in the gear carrier, and refit the locating plate. Replace the bevel pinion assembly into the carrier, ensuring that the same number and thickne_ss of shims
removed when dismantling are replaced between the bearing cage and the gear carrier together with a new joint washer.
The differential and crown wheel can now be re-assembled. Install the differential wheels into each half of the differential case with their thrust washers in position. Assemble the differential pinions onto the spider followed by their thrust
washers, and place the assembly into one half of the differential case. Fit the two halves of the differential case together.
ensuring that the locating marks face each other and the arms of the spider locate properly in the grooves of the differential
case. Tighten the nuts evenly and in diagonal sequence, secure with the lock washers. Place the crown wheel into position
line up the bolt holes between the crown wheel and the differential case, then tap the crown wheel evenly with a hide-faced
hammer until it is firmly located on the differential case. Replace the bolts and nuts, tighten them evenly and in diagonal
sequence, then secure the nuts with the lock washers.
Fit the inner race and roller assemblies of the differential taper-roller bearings to the differential case with a press, or
drive them into position, using a soft drift. Place the outer races into position, then mount the assembly in the gear carrier.
Refit the adjusting collars and the bearing caps, ensuring that the adjusting collar threads engage the threads of the caps
and carrier correctly as the caps are tightened down.
The crown wheel and bevel pinion engagement must now be checked and adjusted correctly, and the tooth backlash
and the differential bearing preload determined. Remove the adjusting collar lock plates and slacken off the bearing caps
until the adjusting collars are just free to turn. Strike the tooth side of the crown wheel with a hide-faced hammer to ensure
that the left-hand bearing butts up against the left-hand adjusting collar. Screw in the right hand adjuster using tool
18G 689, until any perceptible slack is taken up and the assembly rotates easily. The adjuster should now be turned a furMl.4

THE CORRECT TOOTH CONTACT MARKINGS ON THE CROWN WHEEL

1. Not enough lash. Move the crown wheel away from
the pinion, and the pinion towards the crown
wheel by removing shims.

2. Too much lash. Move the crown wheel towards
the pinion, and the pinion away from the crown
wheel by adding shims.

3. Pinion in too far. Move the pinion away from the
crown wheel by adding shims, and move the crown
wheel towards the pinion .

4. Pinion out too far. Move the pinion towards the
crown wheel by removing shims, and move the
crown wheel away from the pinion.

EXAMPLES OF INCORRECT TOOTH CONTACT MARKINGS ON THE CROWN WHEEL
Ml.S
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ther one or two notches to give the bearings a slight preload. Using a dial indicator, check the amount of backlash between
the teeth. This should be .008 to .012 in. (.203 to .305 mm). If the backlash is outside these limits the crown wheel must
be moved by turning the adjusting collars, each one being turned an equal amount to maintain the slight preload on the
bearings. Move the crown wheel towards the pinion to decrease the backlash; move it away from the pinion to increase the
backlash.
Apply a thin coat of marking blue to about 12 teeth of the crown wheel, then rotate the bevel pinion a few times in both
directions to produce a marking on the teeth of the crown wheel. Check these markings with the accompanying illustrations
and adjust in accordance with the instructions given. When the correct tooth contact has been obtained re check that the
backlash is within the specified limits and that the slight preload on the differential bearings is still present. Tighten the
bearing caps down and secure the nuts with the lock washers. Refit the adjusting collar lock plates.
Refit the crown wheel kick pad screw, and screw it in until a clearance of between .004 to .006 in. (.102 to .152 mm)
exists between the screw and the crown wheel when the crown wheel is slowly turned. Tighten the lock nut, then check the
clearance again. Finally secure the nut with the lock washer.
The parts should now be freely lubricated with the recommended grade of oil before the assembly is re-installed in the
axle case.
Refitting
This is a reversal of the removal instructions, noting the following points.
Clean off the old joint washer fitted between the carrier and the case, and replace with a new one coated with a jointing
compound.
See that the carrier assembly is accurately located, with the kick-pad screw on the left-hand side, before it is secured in
position.
Bevel Pinion Oil Seal Renewal
The bevel pinion oil seal can be renewed without removing the gear carrier assembly from the axle case. Proceed as
follows:Disconnect the propellor shaft from the coupling flange.
Remove the coupling flange retaining nut, and withdraw the coupling flange with tool 18G2.
Remove the six set screws, then withdraw the bearing cover complete with oil seal.
Press the old seal out of the cover and discard it. Wash the cover in paraffm, dry it off thoroughly, then press in a new
oil seal.
Refit the cover and the coupling flange. Tighten the coupling flange retaining nut to a torque of 200 to 250 lb. ft. (27 .5
to 34.5 kg.m.), and secure with the lock washer.
Reconnect the coupling flange to the propellor shaft.
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SECTION M2
REAR AXLE
5.57: 1 RATIO

SECTION 'M2'
REAR AXLE
'M' 1

The axle is a fully floating single reduction type unit employing a case of p~essed steel construction. The gear carrier (or
driving head) assembly consists of a conventional type differential unit with spiral bevel pinion and crown wheel gears.
Each hub is mounted on taper roller bearings and carries a detachable brake drum. Each axle shaft takes the drive from the
gear carrier assembly to the hub.
To Remove the Rear Axle

,-

(1)

Drain the oil from the axle, preferably when it is still warm after use.

(2)

Scotch the front wheels, loosen the rear wheel securing nuts.

(3)

Jack up the axle centrally with a trolley jack until the wheels are just clear of the ground,.taking the weight of the
frame by blocking securely beneath the chassis side members with pillar stands or wood blocks.

(4)

Remove the road wheels, the wheel nuts are left hand threaded at the left hand side of the vehicle and right hand
threaded at the right hand side.

(5)

Expel all the air from the braking system and disconnect the air line hose connection at the axle mounting plate and
the air pipes at spring brake actuator ports.

(6)

Release and remove the axle companion flange securing bolts and lower propellor shaft clear of the axle casing.

(7)

Wind off each brake actuator manual release bolt. Remove the nuts and washers securing the spring brake actuators,
then withdraw the actuators from the axle mounting plates.

(8)

Disconnect, when fitted, the lower shock absorber link at the axle bracket.

(9)

Remove the spring 'lJ bolt securing nuts and drive the 'U' bolts upwards clear of the lower saddles.

(10) Ensure that the axle case is wedged to prevent it tipping when released from the spring pads.
(11) Lower the axle sufficiently to clear the springs and withdraw sideways from the vehicle.
Refitment to the vehicle is carried out by a reversal of the above operations.
Note:-

It will be necessary to check thoroughly all the air connections for signs of leakage, and the spring 'U' bolts for
tightness after the weight is supported through the suspension.

The wheel nuts should be tightened to a torque of 400 lbf. ft. (55 .3 kgf. m.). It is essential that the threads and conical
faces are clean and free from paint.
Finally check the road wheel nuts and the road spring nuts after 500 miles.

Removing the Axle Shafts
Remove the nuts and spring washers securing the axle shaft to the hub, insert two screws into the tapped holes in the
flange and turn them evenly to withdraw the shaft. Remove the joint washer from under the flange. In the case of a
broken axle shaft the portion remaining in the axle tube may be tapped out from the other side using a long steei bar.
Wash the shafts in a suitable cleaning solvent and blow dry with compressed air. Examine for twisting, cracks, worn
splines, or elongated holes in the flanges.

Refitting
Renew the flange joint washer and felt sealing ring, then thread in the splined end carefully and slowly turn the shaft
while pressure is applied to engage the splines in the differential wheel. Ensure that the felt washer enters the axle tube.
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Removing the Hubs
Jack up the rear of the vehicle, scotch the front wheels, unwind the release bolt on the spring brake actuator to free the
hand brake application.
Remove the road wheels, then remove the axle shafts as previously described.
Remove the hub oil retainer, tap back the tabs of the lock washer, unscrew the bearing locknut and remove the lock
washer, adjusting nut, and bearing washer. The Hub together with the brake drum can now be withdrawn.

Dismantling
Detach the brake drum by removing the set-screws and conical shakeproof washers.
Using a soft drift, drive the oil seal and inner bearing out of the hub. In some cases it will be found that the oil seal and
inner race remains on the axle tube. Where this occurs the appropriate tools should be used to remove them. Drive the
outer bearing race out of the hub.

Cleaning and Inspection
Clean all the parts in a suitable cleaning solvent and blow them dry with compressed air. Examine the hub for signs of
wear, particularly the machined portions which are in contact with the bearing outer races. Inspect the bearings for pits,
scores and cracks, renewing them as a complete assembly if their condition seems doubtful.
Wheel studs which have damaged threads should be renewed.

Reassembling
This is a reversal of the dismantling procedure. Ensure that the bearing outer races are hard up against the abutment
shoulders in the hub, pack the bearings and hub with the recommended grade of grease.
Each time the hub is removed it is advisable to renew the oil seal.

Refitting
This is a reversal of the removal instructions, noting the following points:Damage to the oil seal may occur during reassembly if the brake-drum and hub are handled as one assembly. Avoid the
possibility by installing the hub and brake-drum separately.
The inner race of the outer bearing must be placed in position by hand after the hub has been replaced in position. As
serious damage can result from incorrect setting, it is important that the wheel bearings are correctly adjusted.
When the adjustment is correct the hub should rotate freely and a slight perceptible end-float should be present. If the
adjustment is too tight, crushing of the bearings will be experienced. To adjust the bearings rotate the hub and tighten the
inner (adjusting) nut until a slight drag is felt, then slacken the nut one-sixth of a turn at a time until the adjustment is
correct. Do not confuse oil seal drag with bearing drag or too much play will be left in the bearings.
Before refitting the axle shaft, the felt ring should be fitted to the shaft and positioned close to the flanged end. The
shaft should then be fitted in the normal manner, ensuring that the felt is concentric with the bore of the axle case.
Re-adjust the brakes.

Hub Oil Seal Renewal
Remove the axle shaft, brake drum and hub as previously described.
Withdraw the old seal from the hub with a suitable tool and discard it.
Clean the exposed area with a cloth moistened in a suitable cleaning solvent then dry thoroughly.
Using a suitable tool press the new oil seal into the hub against the abutment face of the recess.
Follow the instructions under refitting of the hub when

replac~ng
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components removed for this operation.

Gear Carrier Assembly
Removing
Drain the oil from the axle, preferably when it is still warm after use.
Withdraw both axle shafts about 25 cm. (10 in.).
Disconnect the propeller shaft from the input flange.
Sui!ably support the gear carrier assembly and remove the nuts and setscrews securing it to the axle casing. Carefully
manoeuvre the assembly from the axle.
Wash the axle case and gear carrier assembly with a suitable cleaning solvent. Inspect the main axle case for loose,
cracked or distorted fittings. Replace as necessary.

To Dismantle the Gear Carrier Assembly
Remove the four nuts securing the caps of the differential bearings after knocking back the Jock washers. Check the
markings of the caps so that they can be replaced in their original positions, and then remove them . Lift the crown wheel
and differential assembly out of the carrier.
Withdraw the differential bearings from the differential case.
To remove the crown wheel unfasten the self locking nuts, remove the securing bolts and tap the wheel from the
differential casing using a hide faced mallet.
Remove the nuts securing the two halves of the differential case together, then carefully prise them apart to expose the
differential wheels, pinions, and spider.
The spiral bevel pinion assembly should now be withdrawn from the gear carrier. Remove the bolts securing the
assembly to the gear carrier - these are situated behind the input flange. Using a soft drift, on the end of the spigot shaft,
drive out the assembly from its housing.
Remove the coupling flange retaining nut, using tool 18G 1168 to hold the pinion, then withdraw the flange and mud
slinger from the pinion shaft with tool 18G 2, and lift off the bearing cover and oil seal assembly. Press the spigot shaft,
from its splined end, out of the bearing cage. The spacing collar and the inner race and roller assembly of the inner
taper-roller will remain on the shaft. Withdraw the spacing collar, then remove the inner race and roller assembly from the
shaft. The parallel-roller bearing is retained on the spigot shaft by staking and should not be disturbed unless the shaft, or
the bearing itself, is considered unsatisfactory for further use after examination .
..--...

The inner race and roller assembly of the outer taper-roller bearing can be removed by hand from the bearing cage, and
the taper-roller bearing outer races extracted using suitable tools.

Cleaning and Inspection
Wash all the parts in a suitable cleaning solvent and blow them dry with compressed air.
Inspect all the bearings for pits, scores, and cracks.
Examine the crown wheel and bevel pinion teeth for wear or damage, also the spigot shaft splines for twisting and wear.
Examine the differential gears, their respective thrust washers, and the spider for signs of wear.
Inspect the differential case for wear,.cracks and elongated holes.
Inspect the gear carrier case for wear, cracks, elongated holes and stripped threads.
Check that the splines of the coupling flange are in good order and that the outer surface is free from grooves.
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Reassembling
Rebuild the input assembly first. Fit the outer races of the taper-roller bearings into the cage, using tools 18G 1169 and
18G 1169 B, so that the thick edges face each other and are flush against the shoulder.
If the bevel pinion and the parallel-roller bearing are being renewed, press the bearing onto the rear end of the pinion,
then stake over the pinion shaft in six places by means of a steel ball and a press. The inner race and roller assembly of the
inner taper-roller bearing should now be fitted onto the shaft, ensuring that the thick edge of the race abuts against the
machined face of the pinion teeth.

Slide the distance collar onto the shaft. The collars vary in thickness and the original one should be fitted until the
pre-load of the bearings has been determined.
Install the pinion in the bearing cage, then press the inner race and roller assembly of the outer taper-roller bearing onto
the pinion shaft, and slide the thrust washer into position.
At this stage the pre-load of the taper-roller bearings should be determined. Carry out this operation without fitting the
oil seal and bearing cover, but fit the coupling flange and, using tool 18G 1168 to hold the flange, tighten the retaining nut
to a torque of 350 to 425 lb. ft. (50 to 60 kg. m.) and secure with a split pin. On turning the pinion shaft a noticeable drag
should be felt and this should be such as to give a torque of 15 to 35 lb. in. (17 to 41 kg. cm-). This can be checked with
tools 18G 207 and 18G 207 B. If the torque is not within the limits mentioned the assembly must be dismantled as
previously described, and the distance collar replaced with one which will give the correct reading. If the torque reading is
high a thicker distance collar is required, if the torque reading is low a thinner distance collar is required.
When the bearings have been satisfactorily pre-loaded the flange should be withdrawn, and a new sealing ring installed in
the groove of the outer face of the bearing cage with its joint at the top. Fit a new oil seal into the bearing cover with the
washer in position behind it, then reassemble the cover, dust cover, and coupling flange onto the spigot shaft. Tighten the
coupling flange retaining nut to a torque of 350 to 425lb. ft. (SO to 60 kg. m.) and sec~ re with a split pin.
Refit the spigot shaft assembly into the carrier, ensuring that the same number and thickness of shims removed when
dismantling are replaced between the bearing cage and the gear carrier. Tighten the securing bolts.
The differential and crown wheel can now be re-assembled. Install the differential wheels into each half of the differential
case with their thrust washers in position. Assemble the differential pinions onto the spider followed by their thrust washers,
and place the assembly into one half of the differential case. Fit the two halves of the differential case together ensuring that
the locating marks face each other and the arms of the spider locate properly in the grooves of the differential case. Tighten the
nuts evenly in diagonal sequence. Place the crown wheel into position, line up the bolt holes between the crown wheel and the
differential case, then tap the crown wheel evenly with a hide-faced hammer until it is firmly located on the differential case.
Replace the bolts and nuts, and tighten them evenly in a diagonal sequence.
Fit the inner race and roller assemblies of the differential taper-roller bearings to the differential case with a press, or
drive them into position, using a soft drift. Place the outer races into position, then mount the assembly in the gear carrier.
Refit the adjusting collars and the bearing caps, ensuring that the adjusting collar threads engage the threads of the caps
and carrier correctly as the caps are tightened down.
The crown wheel and spiral bevel pinion engagement must now be checked and adjusted correctly, and the tooth
backlash and the differential bearing preload determined. Remove the adjusting collar lock plates and slacken off the
bearing caps until the adjusting collars are just free to turn. Strike the tooth side of the crown wheel with a hide-faced
hammer to ensure that the left-hand bearing butts up against the left-hand adjusting collar. Screw in the right-hand
adjuster until any perceptible slack is taken up and the assembly rotates easily. The adjuster should now be turned a
further one or two notches to give the bearings a slight preload. Using a dial indicator, check the amount of backlash
between the teeth. This should be .006 to .016 in. (.15 to .40 mm.). If the backlash is outside these limits the crown wheel
must be moved by turning the adjusting collars, each one being turned an equal amount to maintain the slight preload on the
bearings. Move the crown wheel towards the pinion to decrease the backlash; move it away from the pinion to .increase the
backlash.
Apply a thin coat of marking blue to about 12 teeth of the crown wheel, then rotate the bevel pinion a few times in both
directions to produce a marking on the teeth of the crown wheel. Check these markings with the accompanying illustrations
and adjust in accordance with the instructions given. When the correct tooth contact has been obtained re check that the
backlash is within the specified limits and that the slight preload on the differential bearings is still present. Tighten the bearing
caps down and secure the nuts with the lock washers. Refit the adjusting collar lock plates.
Replace the internal oil pick-up trough.
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THE CORRECT TOOTH CONTACT MARKINGS ON THE CROWN WHEEL

2. Too much lash. Move the crown wheel towards
the pinion, and the pinion away from the crown
wheel by adding shims.

1. Not enough lash. Move the crown wheel away from
the pinion, and the pinion towards the crown
wheel by removing shims.

4. Pinion out too far. Move the pinion towards the
crown wheel by removing shims, and move the
crown wheel away from the pinion.

3. Pinion in too far. Move the pinion away from the
crown wheel by adding shims, and move the crown
wheel towards the pinion.

EXAMPLES OF INCORRECT TOOTH CONTACT MARKINGS ON THE CROWN WHEEL
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Refitting
This is a reversal of the removal procedure but a new gasket, smeared with a suitable jointing compound, should be
fitted between the adjoining faces.
The gears should also be freely lubricated with the recommended grade of oil before the assembly is re-installed in the
axle case.
Bevel Pinion Oil Seal Renewal
The bevel pinion oil seal can be renewed without removing the gear carrier assembly from the axle case. Proceed as
follows:Disconnect the propellor shaft from the input flange.
Remove the input flange retaining nut, and withdraw the flange with tooll8G2.
Remove the six setscrews, then withdraw the bearing cover complete with oil seal.
Press the old seal out of the cover and discard it. Wash the cover in a suitable cleaning solvent, dry it off thoroughly, then
press in new oil seal.
Refit the cover and the input flange. Tighten the flange retaining nut to a torque of 350 to 425 lb. ft. (50 to 60 kg. m.),
and secure with the split pin.
Reconnect the propellor shaft to the input flange.
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SECTION 'P'
TRANSMISSION
'P' 1

LHS & LH Vehicles
The drive from the rear of the gearbox to the rear axle is transmitted through a Hardy Spicer conventional single
propellor shaft.
LHL Vehicle

The drive from the rear of the gearbox to the rear axle is transmitted through two Hardy Spicer conventional propellor
shafts, the rear of the forward shaft being supported by an intermediate bearing assembly secured to a frame crossmember.
Oil·guards are fitted to the forward joints to shield the exhaust and underside of the body from oil splash.
Removal of the propellor shafts is effected by the removal of the glange securing nuts and bolts.
The intermediate bearing assembly can be released from the mounting bracket when removing the shaft, and further
removal is possible after removing the shaft rear splined flange securing nut.
LH Vehicle with Semi-Automatic Gearbox.
,..--.

The drive from the engine mounted fluid coupling to the front input flange of the frame mounted gearbox is through a
conventional Hardy Spicer Propellor Shaft.
A similar propellor shaft connects the gearbox output flange to the rear axle.
A grease guard is fitted for the rear propellor shaft front joint.
The propellor shafts can be removed by releasing the flange securing nuts and bolts.
Details of the propellor shafts are listed in the General Data Section.
Note:-

Hardy Spicer service instructions should be referred to for the servicing of these units, but it is especially important when re-assembling to ensure that the alignment arrows on the tube and yoke coincide to preserve the balance.
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SECTION G1
STEERING, MARLES

SECTION 'G'
STEERING
'G' 1

A Marles (Adwest Engineering) type steering box is fitted, the initial chassis being fitted with Type 680 with a ratio of
24.7:1 and latter chassis with Type 690 with a ratio of 28.4:1.
All steering joints are of the ball and socket type, incorporating spring loaded wearing pads. Each ball joint is provided
with a lubricator for the application of grease and the joints are fitted with dust excluders.
To Dismantle the Track Rod
(1)

Remove the split pin and nut securing the ball pins to the steering arms on each stub axle and using tool part No. 123SZ
remove them from their taper location.

(2)

Withdraw the track rod from the vehicle.

(3)

Remove the pinch bolt nut, ease the clamp plate and withdraw the clamping bolt, unscrew the tie rod ends. Tie rod
ends are renewable as assemblies.

(4)

Re-assembly of the track rod is carried out by a reversal of the foregoing operations, the ball joints are screwed to a
nominal measurement of 1.36" centre of ball joint to end of the tie rod.

To set the 'Toe in' of the Front Wheels
The ball joint sockets at each end of the track rod are screwed and locked in position by clamping bolts. One end has a
right-hand thread and the other a left-hand thread.
The rod, therefore may be lengthened or shortened as desired, adjusting the 'Toe in' as required. The 'Toe in' should be
set to conform with the limits set out in the General Data section.
It is important that the ball joints sockets at each end of the track rod are in line when assembling to the vehicle, so that
the ball joints will remain free when the steering is on full lock.
Note:-

With the Steering Wheel and Drop Arm set correctly, the road wheels in the straight ahead position, the fore and
aft rod is to be adjusted to suit.

Should it be necessary to move the drop arm off the above position to accommodate the nearest length of fore and aft
rod the shorter length of rod must be used where possible.
To Dismantle and Re-assemble the Fore and Aft Rod.
(1)

Remove the split pins and nuts securing the ball pins to the drop arm and tie rod lever using tool part No. 123 SZ, remove them from their taper location.

(2)

Withdraw the fore and aft rod from the vehicle.

(3)

Remove the split pin which passes through the ball joint socket and also the pinch bolt, unscrew the ball joint sockets
from the ends of the fore and aft rod.

(4)

Undo the adjuster screw and remove screw, spring and outer wearing pad.

(5)

Tap the end of the ball pin so that the pin drives out the washer fitted in the face of the ball joint socket. This will
allow the pin to be removed from the socket.

(6)

Remove the inner wearing pad.

(7)

On re-assembly of the ball joint the adjuster should be screwed up solid and then slackened back to the first slot and
fit the split pin.

Removal of the Steering Box Assembly.
Marles (Adwest Engineering)- Type 680
(1)

Remove the steering wheel by first prising out the plastic central motif, then remove the two setscrews retaining the
bracket, remove the central nut and jack the steering wheel from its taper using tool No. 724 SZ.

(2)

Remove the horn and dipper switch arm.

(3)

With semi automatic gearboxes remove the two bolts securing the gear selector switch assembly to its mounting
bracket, and release the cable connections from the steering column, thus allowing the switch to be lowered to the
cab floor. Loosen the pinch bolt on the mounting bracket and remove the bracket from the column.

(4)

Remove the draught excluder and retaining ring by unscrewing the setscrews and lifting up over the steering column.
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(5)

Remove the front detachable panel.

(6)

Disconnect the fore and aft rod at the drop arm position and swing the rod clear of the steering box.

(7)

Remove nut and tab washer from rockershaft, pull the drop arm using tool no. 155 SZ.

(8)

Release the steering box mounting plate securing bolts, lower the column assembly downwards through the cab
aperture and withdraw into the pit from the vehicle.

(9)

Re-assembly of the steering gear assembly to the vehicle is a reversal of the above with special attention to the
steering arrangement instructions.

Marles (Adwest Engineering) - Type 690
Carry out the operations 1 to 6 above, then proceed as follows:(7)

Remove the forward plate securing bolts, disconnect to avoid damaging the handbrake air reservoir pipe and adaptor,
giving rearward clearance.

(8)

Release the frame sidemember securing bolts and lower steering box assembly complete with mounting bracket into
the pit area.

(9)

Release the locking lip of the tab washer, remove the drop arm nut and using tool no. 155 SZ remove the drop arm.

(10)

Release the wired set bolts and remove the steering box assembly from the mounting bracket.

(11)

Re-assembly of the steering box to the chassis is a reversal of the operations 7 to 10 above and the completion of
items 1 to 6 in the preceding section.

The subsequent dismantling, overhaul, adjustment and reassembly of the steering gear should be in accordance with the
enclosed manufacturers instructions.
Adjustments of Marles Steering Gear
Treble Roller Type 680
The major adjustments are two in number.
(I)

Adjustment of bearings between which the cam revolves.

(2)

Adjustment of engagement between roller and cam.

(3)

Elimination of axial movement.

Adjustment 1
Inspection for proper cam bearing adjustment. Jack up front wheels. Turn steering wheel about one turn to right from
straight ahead driving position. Secure in this position to prevent any oscillation when front wheels are shaken violently.
This can be done by tying one spoke toa right side door column_and holding the wheel against it as a brace. Grip column
with other hand just below steering wheel with side of finger barely touching lower end of steering wheel hub. Now have an
assistant shake front wheels hard sideways. This will enable any end play in cam hearings to be felt by up and down movement of inner column at wheel hub. Any end play must be removed by adjustment but be sure end play is felt, and do not
be confused with play or give in the box nose rockershaft bushes P.3633. Cam bearing adjustment should be correct before
any further adjustment of gear is made.
Cam Bearing Adjustment.
It will be noted that between the box casting P.5222 and the bottom cap P.3845 is a number of thin shims P.3648. End
play of the cam between its bearings may, therefore, be taken up by taking out one or more of these shims, thus allowing
the bearing outer race backed up by the bottom cap P.3845 to enter further into the steering box and thus come closer to
the cam. When this adjustment has been correctly made, it should be such that after the bottom cap is again fastened securely to the box casting by the screws 8.9302 the cam and steering wheel should revolve freely, but there should be absolutely
no end play.
Correction of Gear Misalignment
Loosen the frame bracket bolts just sufficient to allow gear to move in frame to line up at angle determined by height
of instrument board bracket or dash board bracket, then re-tighten frame bracket bolts. Now loosen instrument board
bracket, or dash bracket bolts to match gear column position, and re-tighten all bolts. This will have corrected any possible
misalignment of column.
Adjustment 2
Inspection for proper mesh of rockershaft roller in cam (this inspection should never be made without first correcting
adjustment 1). Turn steering wheel to the mid-position of its complete travel from lock to lock (drag link previously dis-
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connected). Shake drop arm to determine the amount of slack or lost motion .. If this lost motion exceeds one-thirty-second
of an inch, adjustment should be made. It will be seen that the position of contact between the roller PA.5031 and cam
P.5214, is offset from the centraline of the cam and that it is held in this position by adjusting screw P.5216 and locknut
S.9753. By turning the screw in a clockwise direction after slackening the locknut the roller is permitted to enter further
into the steering box and make closer contact with the cam.
The proper method of carrying out this adjustment is as follows:Turn steering wheel to mid-position of its complete travel (drag link(s) should have previously been disconnected).
Adjust mesh of cam and roller assy. by slackening locknut S.9753 hold adjusting screw P.5216 with spanner or screw
driver. Turn adjusting screw in a clockwise direction until no slack or lost motion can be felt when shaking the drop arm.
Holding the adjusting screw in this position securely tighten the locknut S.9753. After tightening retest for slack or lost
motion of the drop arm. Check that the steering wheel is free to rotate quite freely throughout its travel, if heavy, it would
indicate that the roller assy. has been entered too far into mesh with the cam.
Check that the gear is ftlled with the correct grade of lubricant.
3. Elimination of axial movement.
3A.

Rotate steering wheel nearly to stops, at which position there will be a backlash between Rockershaft Assembly
PA.5031 and Cam P.S214 (a design feature). At this point shake Drop Arm to check if there is any axial or endwise
movement of Rockershaft PA.S031. If there is it means that excess play has developed between the head of screw
P.S 114 and the washer P.S028. This can be corrected by fitting a slightly thicker washer P.S028 in place of existing
one or by replacing screw P.5114 if badly worn. To do this:Remove 6 screws S.9300 and locknut S.9260 (or S.9753). Prevent cover-plate from Rotating and Screw P.S114 in
towards gear (clock-wise). This will lift the coverplate off from Box and screw, revealing circlip S.9641 which on
removal will allow screw P.5114 to be lifted out.

Important
If Circlip S.9641 is at all damaged it must be replaced by a new one.
By trial and error select one of the various washers P.S028 until after assembly of the washer screw and circlip in the
roller assembly P.5031 the maximum end play is .003".
Reassembly by screwing coverplate on to the screw P.Sll4 as far as it will go then replace screws S.9300, tighten and
then fit nut S.9260 loosely. Readjust mesh of Rockershaft Assembly PA.5031 as in adjustment 2 above .
3B.

In later designs the screw washer and circlip described above have been replaced by screw P.S216 which operates in a
slot machined in the rockershaft PA.5031. To eliminate axial movement replace the screw P.5216. (They are made
with heads of varying thickness).
Otherwise ·proceed as detailed above in 3A.

Adjustments of Marles Steering Gear
Double Roller Type 690
The major admustments are two in number.

(I)

Adjustment of bearings between which the cam revolves.

(2)

Adjustment of engagement between roller and cam.

Adjustment 1
Inspection for proper cam bearing adjustment. Jack up front wheels. Turn steering wheel about one turn to right from
straight ahead driving position. Secure in this position to prevent any oscillation when front wheels are shaken violently.
This can be done by tying one spoke to a right side door column and holding the wheel against it as a brace. Grip column
with other hand just below steering wheel with side of fmger barely touching lower end of steering wheel with side of finger
assistant shake front wheels hard sideways. This will enable any end play in cam bearings to be felt by up and down movement of inner column at wheel hub. Any end play must be removed by adjustment but be sure end play is felt, and do not
be confused with play or give in the box nose rockershaft bushes P.3967. Cam bearing adjustment should be correct before
any further adjustment of gear is made.
Cam Bearing Adjustment. It will be noted that between the box casting P4959 and the bottom cap P4969 is a number of
thin shirnsP2082. End play of the cam between its bearings may, therefore, be taken up by taking out one or more of these
shims, thus allowing the bearing outer race backed up by the bottom cap P4969 to enter further into the steering box and
thus come closer to the cam. When this adjustment has been correctly made, it should be such that after the bottom cap is
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again fastened securely to the box casting by the screws S9302, the cam and steering wheel should revolve freely, but there
should be absolutely no end play.
Correction of gear misalignment. Loosen the frame bracket bolts just sufficient to allow gear to move in frame to line
up at angle determined by height of instrument board bracket or dash board bracket, then re-tighten frame bracket bolts.
Now loosen instrument board bracket or dash board bracketbolts to match gear column position, and re-tighten all bolts.
This will have corrected any possible misalignment of column.
Adjustment 2
Inspection for proper mesh of rockershaft roller in cam (this inspection should never to made without first correcting
adjustment 1). Turn steering wheel to the mid-position of its complete travel from lock to lock (drag link previously disconnected). Shake drop arm to determine the amount of slack or lost motion. If this lost motion exceeds one-thirty-second
of an i:nch, adjustment should be made. It will be seen that the position of contact between the roller PA5018 and cam
P5019, is offset from the centreline of the cam and that a number of thin shims P4171 are located behind the rockershaft
and between the thrust washers P4169 and P4170. By removing one or more of these shims P4171 the roller PA5018 is permitted to enter further into the steering box and make closer contact with the cam P5019.
The proper method of carrying out this adjustment is as follows:Remove drop arm from the rockershaft and rockershaft complete with the shims P4171 and the thrust washers P4169,
and P4170 from the steering box. Care should be taken to see that no shims or thrust washers are left behind in ~e box to
cause interference with the operation of the gear. Select by trial the proper number of thin shims (keeping inner thrust
washers P4169 with its chamfered side next to the rockershaft) to produce not more than .006 inches of play measured at
the end of the drop arm when the roller is passing over the centre of its travel and without heavy drag on the steering wheel.
Remove only one shim P4171 and insert rockershaft into the steering box. Now turn the steering wheel till the roller almost
reaches the stop nearest the column P4472. Hold rockershaft in place with thumb pressure and revolve steering wheel until
roller is in its central position. Still holding the rockershaft in position with the thumb, test for play by gripping the splined
end of the rockershaft. If ;:ny play is felt, remove another shim P4171 and repeat the operation until all play is eliminated
when the roller is in the centre of its travel.
When the proper number of shims has been selected, turn the steering wheel so that the roller comes close to either lock
and replace at the coverplate end of the rocker shaft all the shims P4171, which were removed under Adjustment 2. These
shims should be inserted between the thrust washers P4169 and P4170. Mter this has been done, replace coverplate P4961
and coverplate liner P4971 and lock up with setscrews S9300 making sure that setscrews are tightened securely.
Fit the drop arm to the rockershaft PA 5018 just sufficiently tight to ensure no play is present in the splined joint, and
check for end float of rockershaft. If play is present, this is corrected by addition of the required number of shims P4171
behind the coverplate. This check must be made with the roller over on full lock. No end float whatever is permissible but
the rockershaft should rotate quite freely. If the movement of rockershaft is heavy it would indicate too much pre-loading
on the thrust washer P4169 and is corrected by removal of the shims P4171 as necessary from behind the coverplate P4961.
Note:- Mter any or all adjustments have been made and before replacing the steering gear in the car or before connecting
the drop arm to the drag link test the gear for freedom of operation throughout its available movement and test
also for absence of end play in the rockershaft, which may be adjusted by removing or adding shims P4171 at coverplate end of gear.
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SECTION G2
STEERING, BUR MAN

STEERING
'G' 2 - Burman Manual
A Butman Re-circulating Ball variable ratio Steering Box is fitted having a straight ahead ratio of approximately 32.5:1.
All steering joints are of the ball and socket type, and those of the fore and aft rod incorporate spring-loaded wearing pads.
Each ball joint is provided with a lubricator for the application of grease and the joints are fitted with dust excluders.
To Dismantle the Track Rod.

-

(1)

Remove the split pin securing the ball joint nuts, remove the nuts securing the ball pins to the steering arms on each
stub axle and with tool part no. 123 SZ remove them from their taper location.

(2)

Withdraw the track rod from the vehicle.

(3)

Remove the ball joint assembly track rod clamp bolt, ease the clamp from the track rod diameter and unscrew the
taper ball joint assembly according to the hand of the thread.

(4)

Tie rod end assemblies are renewable as complete assemblies.

(5)

Re assembly of the track rod is carried out by a reversal of the foregoing operations.

To set the 'Toe In' of the front wheels.
The ball joint sockets at each end of the track rod are screwed and locked in position through a bolted clamp
ring, one assembly has a right handed thread, the other a left handed thread.
The rod therefore may be lengthened or shortened as desired adjusting the 'Toe In' as required to give
measured on the rim of the brake drum.

" to 0" toe-in

It is important that the ball joints sockets at each end of the track rod are in line when assembled to the vehicle so that
the ball joints will remain free when the steering is on full lock.
Note: With the steering wheel and drop arm set correctly, the road wheels in the straight ahead position the fore and
aft rod is to be adjusted to suit.

Should it be necessary to move the drop arm off the above position to accommodate the nearest length of fore and aft
rod the shorter length of rod must be used wh~re possible.
To Dismantle and Re assemble the Fore and Aft Rod.
(1)

Remove the split pins and nuts securing the ball pins to the drop arm and tie rod lever and using tool part No. 123
SZ remove them from their taper location.

(2)

Withdraw the fore and aft rod from the vehicle.

(3)

Remove the split pin which passes through the ball joint socket and also the pinch bolt, unscrew the ball joint
sockets from the ends of the fore and aft rod.

(4)

Undo the adjuster screw and remove screw, spring and outer wearing pad.

(5)

Tap the end of the ball pin so that the pin drives out the washer fitted in the face of the ball joint socket. This will
allow the pin to be removed from the socket.

(6)

Remove the inner wearing pad.

(7)

On re-assembly of the ball joint the adjuster should be screwed up solid and then slackened back to
fit the split pin.

th~
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Removal of the Steering Box Assembly

(1)

Remove the steering wheel by first prising out the plastic central motif then remove the two setscrews retaining the
bracket remove the central nut and the steering wheel from its splines and taper using tool No. 724 SZ.
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(2)

Remove the horn and dipper switch arm.

(3)

With semi automatic gearboxes remove the two bolts securing the gear selector switch assembly to its mounting
bracket, and release the cable connections from the steering column, thus allowing the switch to be lowered to the
cab floor, loosen the pinch bolt on the mounting bracket and remove the bracket from the column.

(4)

Remove the draught excluder and retaining ring by unscrewing the setscrews and lifting up over the steering column.

(5)

Remove the detachable panel from the front of the vehicle.

(6)

Disconnect the fore and aft rod at the drop arm position and swing the rod inboard clear of the box and
sidemember, where automatic lubrication is fitted release the ball joint oil feed pipes from their taped attachment to
the drop arm.

(7)

Remove pressure switch wiring from attachment to column, outer tube and secure clear of steering box assembly.

(8)

Remove the locking wire from the lower securing bolts at steering box - air reservoir support bracket, remove the
securing bolts.

(9)

Release and remove bolts securing base bracket to steering box and frame sidemember, remove bracket.

(1 0) Remove split pins and nuts securing steering box bolts in front crossmember steering box support plate and lower
the steering box complete into the vehicle pit.
Re-assembly is a reversal of all the foregoing operations.
Note: Due to the fact that several coachbuilders arrangements are possibly within the driver's cab area and variations will
occur care should be exercised to ensure that all such fittings are clear of the steering box assembly prior to the release of
the mounting bolts.

Steering Gear Assembly
The Burman Steering Gear itself should require no adjustment or attention, other than lubrication between overhauls as
wear is practically negligible.
The Steering Box itself is filled with gear oil on assembly, and as oil consumption is negligible it will be sufficient, unless
there is evidence of leakage, to top it up monthly to the level of the filling plug with SAE 140 straight gear oil. The oil
capacity is 3% pints.
Overhaul
As internal wear in the Burman recirculating Steering Gear is almost negligible, it is unlikely itself to require attention
for a very long time, and if stiffness, excessive play or other trouble is experienced, this is more likely to be traceable to
some external fault.
To check the Steering Gear adjustment - when correctly adjusted there should be no end float on the steering wheel
spindle and no lost motion on the Drop Arm. With the road wheels in the straight ahead position check the amount of free
play on the steering wheel rim. If this is up to or more than 2", end play must be eliminated by re-adjusting the cam
bearings. Uncouple the steering connecting rod from the Drop Arm; turn the steering wheel to mid-position of its travel
from lock to lock; shake the Drop Arm backwards and forwards to determine the amount of slack or lost motion, then
re-adjust until there is no lost motion on the Rocker Shaft.

To Dismantle and Overhaul the Steering Column
Having removed the complete Steering Column from the chassis it can be dismantled as follows:(1)

Remove the Drop Arm retaining nut. Mark carefully the position of the Drop Arm in relation to the Rocker Shaft (if
this has not already been done) to facilitate correct re-assembly, and withdraw the Drop Arm with a suitable
extractor.

(2)

Remove the oil filling plug and drain off all oil from the Steering Box.
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(3)

Grip the Steering Column Outer Tube horizontally in a vice with Cover Plate upwards; remove Cover Plate by
unscrewing 8 bolts, when the Cover Plate spring washers together with top bearing housing, including the Rocker
Shaft adjuster, will come away from the Gear.

(4)

To examine the top roller bearing, remove the 5 bolts and gently tap out the top bearing. Remove circlip and
retaining washer for examination of rollers and track.

(5)

Main Nut roller can then be taken out; also the Rocker Shaft.

(6)

It is necessary to remove the Tube Housing. To do this, stand the Steering Gear upright on a bench, remove the four
retaining bolts, apply hand pressure on the steering wheel end of Inner Column, and slide Tube and Tube Housing
along Inner Column. Paper washers and steel shims can now be removed.

(7)

Lift Steering Column free of bottom ballrace and slide column, together with Main Nut, out through the front of the
Steering Box. 24ls" ball bearings should now be in Steering Box, 12 from each adjustable race, which can also be
removed. Wind off Main Nut from Steering Column.

It is now possible to assess the future serviceability of all components and in this connection, the following notes will be
found useful:-

(a)

Rocker Shaft Assembly.
Examine Rocker Shaft, particularly on its conical faces, for general wear, and examine taper splines for evidence of
twisting.

(b)

Steering Wheel Spindle Assembly
Carefully inspect inner column worm for indentation. Ifthis has occurred, replacement will be needed.

(c)

Top and Bottom Races.
These should be carefully examined, again for indentation, and if there are any signs of this, must be replaced.

(d)

Main Nut
Remove all 18 balls in Main Nut assembly and examine flanges of Main Nut again for any indentation. If there is any
evidence, complete Main Nut assembly must be replaced, i.e. Main Nut, half channel, transfer tube, transfer tube
retainer, bolts and tab washers. Also check conical faces at top of Main Nut for any excessive wear. All these items
are supplied as a complete unit.

(e)

Outer Tube and Box Assembly
The Rocker Shaft bearing should be gently pressed out of the Box. First remove the circlip and retaining washer.
The rollers and races should be examined for wear and replaced where necessary. There are no Rocker Shaft bushes
to check. Examine Oil seal. This should be replaced carefully with rubber sealing edge facing inwards if satisfactory.
The top inner column race at the bottom end of the Outer Tube can be driven out with the help of a round bar, and
if necessary, a replacement is easily pressed in.

To Re-assemble the Steering Column
Assuming that the Steering Column top bush and Rocker Shaft bearing .and oil seal have been fitted, proceed as
follows:-

-k " ball bearings can be retained in position.

(1)

Pack Main Nut with grease so that the 18

(2)

Insert adjuster ball race; press in bottom end of Steering Box; pack with grease to maintain the 12
bearings.

(3)

Place Main Nut in actual Steering Box with transfer tube at bottom. Feed Inner Column (steering wheel end first)
into the Steering Box turning the Inner Column in a clockwise direction so that the Main Nut makes contact with
worm of Inner Column. Ensure at this point that none of the Main Nut ball bearings have been ejected in this
operation. Place Inner Column downwards into contact with the bottom adjuster Ball Race.

( 4)

Heavily grease the top Ball Race and insert in top end of Steering Box.

(5)

Fit paper washer, steel shims, final paper washer, Tube, Tube Housing and four bolts. At this point it is important to
check the end float of the Inner Column and adjust accordingly.
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(6)

Fit Rocker Shaft, taking care to match up conical faces of Main Nut with those cut on the Rocker Shaft. Main Nut
roller is then fitted on to bearing pin provided on Main Nut.

(7)

Re-fit top Rocker Shaft bearing in to Cover Plate and ensure that the roller retainers and circlip are in position. It is
important to note that the Rocker Shaft housing can only be fitted in one position. Insert four bolts, leaving the
remaining bolt (which is the lock washer retaining bolt) until final Rocker Shaft adjustment has been made.

(8)

The Cover Plate, together with its assembly, can now be fitted with the 8 bolts and spring washer and tightened
down with the Main Nut in the centre of its travel. The Rocker Shaft adjustment can be made and the retainer made
fast with the remaining bolt.

(9)

Re-fill the Steering Box with SAE 140 straight gear oil.

(1 0) Re-install the Steering Unit in the chassis; re-fit the Steering Wheel and Drop Arm, and couple up the Steering
connection rod.

To Adjust End Float
When correctly adjusted the bearings should be subject to a slight pre-load so that there is no trace of end play on the
steering wheel spindle. Wear will gradually reduce the pre-load until it eventually disappears and end float become evident.
Re-adjustment will then become necessary and is effected by removing one or more of the shims between the Tube
Housing and Steering Box so that the top of the bearing, backed up by the Tube Housing, is pushed closer to the bottom
race of the Inner Column. Procedure is as follows:Remove Tube Housing and one shim; re-fit and re-tighten the End Plate, then, having re-fitted the Steering Wheel, try
the effect. The Steering Wheel should rotate freely, but with the slightest perception of drag due to pre-loading of the
bearings. The effect of a greater or lesser number of shims should be tried, each time with the Tube Housing tightened
securely, until there is no end float in the steering column.

To Adjust Free Upward Motion of Rocker Shaft
The adjuster situated in the Cover Plate controls the up and down movement of the Rocker Shaft. Remove bolt securing
the locking plate. Unscrew the lock nut and screw down adjuster until it is just touching the Rocker Shaft in the straight
ahead position. It is most important to observe this point as the Rocker Shaft conical faces are designed to give slightly
more backlash towards full lock, most wear taking place in the straight ahead position. Rocker Shaft end float on either
lock should be 0.007"-0.010", with no float in the straight ahead position. When the correct adjustment is arrived at,
secure lock nut in position and adjust locking plate.
Bearing these points in mind, the correct sequence of operations is as follows:Remove Steering Column from chassis.

To adjust Inner Column Races- when correctly adjusted, the bearings should be subject to a slight pre-load so that there
is no trace of end play on steering wheel spindle. Wear will gradually reduce the pre-loading until it eventually disappears

and end float will then become evident. Re-adjustment becomes necessary at this stage and is effected by removing one or
more of the shims between the Tube Housing and the Steering Box, so that the lower bearing, backed up by the Tube
Housing, is pushed closer to the Inner Colunm.

Check any free upward motion of Rocker Shaft. The adjuster situated in the Cover Plate controls the up and down
movement of the Rocker Shaft. Remove bolt securing locking plate. Unscrew lock nut and screw down adjuster until it is
just touching Rocker Shaft when in straight position. It is most important to observe the point as the Rocker Shaft conical
faces are designed to give slightly more backlash towards full lock, most wear taking place in the straight ahead position. If
the Rocker Shaft is adjusted without end play on full lock it will be tight in the straight ahead position. Rocker Shaft end
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float on either lock should be 0.007"-0.010", with no float in the straight ahead position. When the correct adjustment is
arrived at, secure lock nut in position and adjust locking plate.
Check cam and roller engagement by feeling for lost motion at the Drop Arm.

To Fit Drop Arm
A radial index line is machined during manufacture on the outer face of the Drop Arm. There is also an index line
machined on the end of the Rocker Shaft. With the Steering unit in the straight ahead position, fit the Drop Arm so that
the two index lines coincide.
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SECTION 'V'
RADIATOR

'V' I
The radiator which is fitted on two rubber mountings secured to the upper flange of the chassis frame front rail comprises an orthodox arrangement of a _top and bottom tank interspaced by a vertical tube block with detachable side
, columns.
It is also secured to the nearside front support angle of the drivers cab structure at the facia position through a rubber
bushed distance block and support plate secured to the offside top of the radiator.

The radiator frontal area is adapted for the fitment of "Varivane" shutters controlled by an internal wax capsule and
the rear is encased with a fibre0 glass. cowl.
The whole system is filled through the top tank forward filler cap, access to which is possible through the body front
panel.
The boss of the filler cap is fitted with an adaptor from which a small bore plastic pipe is connected to the expansion
tank fitted to the offside of the front rail beneath the radiator.
The water pipe system to the underfloor engine is via the inside of the offside frame sidemember, the inlet pipe running
below the return outlet pipe.
""

The inlet pipe connects to the radiator bottom tank rear central flange connection, and the return pipe to the upper
tank offside rear flange connection.
Connections at the engine are made on the offside via the water pump inlet and the return pipe from the cylinder block
outlet castings.
Chassis water pipes are available in various materials and can be lagged or un-lagged as specified.
On the Perkins engine a drain tap is fitted to the base of the outlet pipe adjacent to the rear of the radiator. A bye-pass
pipe for venting purposes is fitted near this tap position connecting both outlet and inlet pipes. A secondary drain tap is
fitted in the base of the inlet pipe at the forwa~d offside engine position which will drain the engine unit.
On the Leyland engine a drain tap is fitted at the forward offside engine position lower water pump housing. A vent pipe
connects the return pipe-engine to radiator to the adaptor on the cylinder block side-plate near the injection pump.
A temperature gauge 20 - 70- 120°C is fitted within the instrument facia to give indication of coolant conditions, this
gauge is connected to a temperature transmitter switch in the Perkins engine cylinder head or in the case of the Leyland
engine to the thermostat housing casting.
Removal of Radiator
(1)

·:(2)

Remove the front detachable panel from the vehicle.
Drain off the cooling system by opening the drain taps in the pipe system.

(3)

Slacken off completely the. radiator hose connection clips, and free the hose connections. Disconnect the plastic
pipe at the filler cap and release this pipe from the retaining pipe clip.

(4)

Release the top offside mounting fixture and the lower set bolts on the radiator mounting. Finally, ensure that no
electrical wiring or coach builders attachment fittings will obstruct the radiator removal.

(5)

The radiator may now be removed from the vehicle. Removal may be assisted by
to clear the cab structure.
After the radiator is clear of the .vehicle the rear cowl may be removed.
Re-assembly is a reversal of the foregoing operations.
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a slight movement to the nearside

SECTION 'Q'
BRAKE GEAR
'Q' 1

The brake gear incorporates a full air system operating brake assemblies of 'Girling' manufacture.
The system comprises an engine driven compressor, unloader or governor valve and a dual air reservoir which supplies
air to the four brake operating chambers via the foot operated dual brake valve.
The handbrake/parking brake operation is also through the rear spring brake actuator but the air supply for this
application is from a separate reservoir.
The front brake air chambers which have 12 sq. in. effective diaphragm area are flange mounted to the tubular mounting
plate secured to the brake back plate. They operate the chamber push rods through direct air pressure coupled through
flexible hoses.
Diaphragms may be readily exchanged by disconnecting the air pipe unions, and in the case of the rear spring actuator
by also winding off the manual release bolt, and then by releasing the clamp rings to remove the diaphragms.
It is recommended that the diaphragms should be inspected at three monthly intervals, which can be varied in the light
of operational experience.

A dual air system is provided, air being inJependently supplied at the front and rear brakes. The brake assemblies are of
'Girling' manufacture type 2LS/1AW (front) and 2LS/SW (rear}-respectively.

These brakes consist of a torque plate on to which is mounted a cast iron expander unit and an adjuster assembly. Being
a full two leading shoe brake, each twin webbed shoe is provided with a solid steel 'pencil' strut and one pair of bell cranks,
the latter being pivoted on bell crank pins which are located at each end of the shoes. One arm of the bell cranks at the
expander unit end of the shoes abuts against the expander tappets, while the bell cranks at the opposite end of the shoes
abuts against the adjuster links.
Between the inner arm of the bell cranks is located the steel strut through which is transferred the effort applied. On one
arm of the bell crank on each shoe is an adjustable setscrew which abuts against the head of the adjuster link or expander
tappet.
The return springs are hooked around the bell crank pins on the outside of the shoe web. Some special installations (for
front brakes only) utilize a spring stirrup with one shoe return spring at the adjuster end and one at the expander end.
In some instances these brakes have only one strut and therefore are called 2 LS/1. Where this applies the second shoe
only is provided with a strut and bell cranks.
Note:- The above applies to the front brake assemblies of the 'LH' Vehicle.
In the 2LS, AW or 2LS/1AW the expander unit includes changes in detail which contribute to the performance of the
brake, whilst the adjuster is of conventional design but has a cast iron housing and strengthened tappet heads to ensure long
and reliable performance.
The expander is of new design with an oblong wedge operating the rollers and tappets. Circlips have been fitted to the
tappets which just touch the expander body when the brake is off. This indicates when the expander is assembled correctly
and ensures that the tappets are in the correct position.
Fitting New Shoes
Prise the lowermost shoe, using a 'Girling' commercial shoe horn (Pt. No. 6497016), from the expander abutment and
collapse the shoe in a 'pincer' type movement over the top of the expander. Lift both shoes and springs from the back plate.
Where there are four shoe return springs it will be necessary to prise the lowermost shoe from the expander abutment and
the adjustment abutment before the shoes and spring can be removed.
Transfer the bell cranks and push rods (as applicable) to the new shoes.
Attach the springs to the shoes and fit the assembly to the back plate in the reverse order to dismantling, fitting the outer
springs afterwards.
To prevent the solid push rod from falling out of position when fitting the shoes proceed as follows:Fit split pins into the bell crank drilling and before fitting the shoes attach a light spring to the split pins. The push rod
will thus be retained in position and the spring can easily be removed when the shoes are in position. Alternatively, the push
rod can be retained by fitting 'Girling' retaining springs. These springs are left in position and can be transferred to replacement shoes and thereby provide a permanent solution.
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Springs for shoes up to 5 in. wide are GB. 46254.
Springs for shoes over 6 in. wide and for cast malleable iron shoes are GB. 46253.
The Bristol LH chassis is fitted with the Girling retaining springs as detailed above.
Setting the Bell Cranks and Push Rod.
Make sure that the tappet airclips are touching the housing before setting the bell cranks.
Screw the adjuster screw in a clockwise Q.irection until the shoe can be seen to lift off the tappet abutment. It should
now be possible to rock the shoe on the abutments with the push rod solid. Whilst rocking the shoe and trying to turn the
push rod with the fingers, turn the adjuster screw slowly in an anti-clockwise direction until the shoe rock ceases and at the
same time, the push rod can just be roated.
Now turn the adjuster screw 1/4 of a turn in a clockwise direction to pre-load the push rod. Tighten the locknut ensuring
that the setting is not disturbed. Repeat with the other shoe (as applicable).
Shoe Adjustment
Turn the adjuster pinion stem clockwise until the brake shoes are hard against the drum, then slacken back until the
wheel just revolves freely.
Note:-

To ensure the correct functioning of the expander unit throughout the life of the brake shoes it is essential
that the shoe to brake drum adjustment is maintained to the just free to revolve position, in order to prevent
the shearing of the limiting rivets allowing possible overstroking of the expander unit.
This setting is normally four clicks back from the full position.

Adjuster and Expander Units.
When renewing or servicing the adjuster or expander it is necessary to remove the brake shoes. Unless the brake has twin
web shoes the Girling shoe expanding tool is used.
Adjuster Unit
When servicing the adjuster unit it is not normally necessary to remove the unit from the backplate or (Torque-Plate).
Prise the dust cap from the housing, remove the retaining circlip from the adjuster stem. Screw the adjuster stem right
through the unit and shake out the pins. Discard the dust cap.
Clean, examine and renew the parts as necessary. Lubricate the moving parts with Girling Brake Grease and refit in the
reverse order to removing. Fit an elastic band around the unit to retain the shaft heads in position.
Position a new dust cap on the adjuster housing and tap the edge into the groove (in six places) round the circumference to retain it.
Refit the dust cover and replace the retaining airclip.
If the adjuster unit has been removed from the backplate (or torque plate) refit but do not finally tighten the retaining
bolts until the adjuster has been centralised, (refer to the expander).

Expander Unit
Application of this unit at the rear axle is provided through a 'Westinghouse' spring brake actuator, the brake being
applied through a push rod action, the front axle brakes are applied through push rods operated by orthodox air brake
chambers.
Remove the spring actua-tor unit or brake chamber from their respective mounting flange plate.
Unlock the tab washers remove the set bolts and release the mounting flange plates, and dirt excluder.
Release the expander housing lockplate, securing bolts and remove the expander assembly from the backplate.
Extract the rivets, the tappets, plunger and rollers can now be withdrawn.
Clean examine and renew the parts as necessary. Lubricate the moving parts with Girling brake grease and refit in the
reverse order to removal. Do not finally tighten the retaining bolts.
Clean down the backplate and refit the shoes as previously described. Refit the brake drum and lock up the shoes in the
drum by turning the adjuster stem clockwise. Tap round the drum with a soft hammer to centralise the expander and
adjuster assemblies. Attempt to turn the adjuster still further and repeat, when no more movement can be obtained, tighten
the expander and adjuster retaining bolts, and bend over the locking tab washer. Slacken back the adjuster until the wheel
just revolves freely. Jack down and road test.
When fitting a new air cylinder the shoes must be first locked in the drum by turning the brake adjuster clockwise and
afterwards clicked back to the correct working clearance.
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Spring Br.ake actuator
Spring brake actuators produce the brake force to operate the foundation brakes of the vehicle and are fitted to the rear
axle of the LH Vehicle.
The diaphragm portion is used for the service brake, and the spring portion normally for both the secondary and parking
functions.
The front portion is similar to a conventional brake chamber with a reinforced front plate. The rear portion is a cast
aluminium case containing a piston operated by a powerful coil spring.
Operation
Normal Driving
Air pressure above -the low pressure signal is applied to the spring piston which compresses the spring and holds off the
brakes. The system ensures that the vehicle cannot move until the air pressure is available.
Service Brake
The service brake portion operates in the same manner as a standard brake chamber. It is supplied with varying air
pressure through the service brake control - normally the foot valve. The spring is held in compression by maintaining a
steady pressure in the spring chamber.
Secondary and Parking.

r

Releasing air from the spring chamber by graduable hand control valve allows the spring to extend and provide progressive secondary braking. When the air is completely exhausted the vehicle is parked with the brakes held on by mechanical action. In the unlikely event of a leak that cannot be made good by the compressor, a gradual automatic brake application will result, the rate of deceleration depending on the rate ofleak.
Manual Release.
The readily accessible release bolt permits the safe and speedy servicing of the actuator or the foundation brakes. It also
allows the vehicle to be moved in the absence of air pressure and is a necessary condition prior to towing.
Maintenance.
Note:-

Important - Before attempting to remove the circlip retaining the rear end cover, exhaust all air, fully unscrew
the release bolt, remove the unit from the chassis, and clamp the whole unit securely in a suitable press.

Always fully unscrew the release bolt before removing clamp ring to extract the diaphragm.
The only regular maintenance required is periodic visual inspection and checks for air leaks.
The unit should be overhauled every 50,000 miles or annually, whichever is the first occurrence.
Dismantle remembering the above warning, wash seals and diaphragm in soap and water, and the metal parts in a suitable solvent.
Inspect all parts and replace any that are worn and defective. Smear components with a suitable grease, Osmolin Artic
Grade or its equivalent, and re-assemble. Apply air to parts and test for leaks, and re-install in the vehicle.
Inspection Procedure for Checking Air System
The following procedure is recommended for checking the air system.
This is to be carried out with the air system empty and the brakes adjusted.

(1)

Operate the main electric starter switch; the brake and gearbox warning lights should illuminate and the low warning
buzzer should sound.
There are separate warning lights for the brakes and when a semi-automatic gearbox is fitted.

(2)

Start up the engine and charge up the complete air system and observe that:(a)

The warning buzzer should cease sounding at 60/50 p.s.i.

(b)

The brake warning light should go out at this pressure.

(c)

When the brake air pressure gauge reads 80/85 p.s.i. there should be a pause in the rise. This is due to the regulating valve in the Handbrake/Gearbox system opening when the footbrake system has attained 80 p.s.i. During
this pause the gearbox light should go out.

Note:(d)
(3)

This applies to the 'LH' vehicle fitted with semi-automatic gearbox.
When the pressure gauge reaches 120 p.s.i. an audible cut-off of the unloader valve should be heard.

Build up to 120 p.s.i. and stop the engine.
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(4)

Apply the footbrake and check connections for leaks.

(5)

Release the footbrake and start engine, operate brake pedal repeatedly to simulate brake application and check
unloader valve cutting in at 95 p.s.i. and rising to 120 p.s.i. before cutting out.

(6)

Stop engine and disconnect delivery pipe between unloader valve and split brake reservoir and check for air leaks
from the brake reservoir check valves.

(7)

Disconnect delivery pipe to Handbrake/Gearbox reservoir between take-off main feed pipe and pressure regulating
valve and check for leaks from regulating valve.

(8)

Operate handbrake control and check for rear spring brake operation.

(9)

With the engine stopped continue to operate brake pedal until the brake warning light comes on and the warning
buzzer sounds. Gauge pressure should read 59 & 71 p.s.i. Continue brake application to empty the system and
the gauge to read zero.

(I 0)

Restart engine and charge system and check connections broken during inspection.

(11)

Stop engine and leave vehicle for 15 minutes during which period the pressure drop must not exceed 5 p.s.i.
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SECTION 'D'
SUSPENSION
'D' 1

The road springs are of the orthodox type, semi-elliptic multiple leaf, at the front, and rear, with the leaves shot peeded
to lessen fatigue.
Telescopic hydraulic shock absorbers are fitted to the front suspension.
All shackle pins are of the "Metalastik" type and require no lubrication.
Rubber buffers are fitted to come into operation at full load deflection conditions.
On the front axle they are fitted in a retainer plate at a central position above the saddle.
On the rear axle LHS and LH chassis they are fitted to the sidemember lower flange inboard of the rear spring.
On the rear axle LHL chassis in a similar position and "Metalastik" spring aid is fitted.
A stop is incorporated at the rear, of each shackle to limit the movement of the axle in the event of a spring failure.
It is essential when re-fitting a spring to leave the pinch bolts on the spring brackets loose until the weight of the vehicle
rests on the spring, after which they should be tightened securely.

,-

On a new vehicle, or when new springs have been fitted the spring bolt nuts should be checked after the first 500 miles.
These nuts must be dead tight.
Removal of the Front Springs
(1)

Support the front axle centrally with a trolley jack.

(2)

Jack up and block the frame sidemember securely taking the vehicle weight completely off the suspension sufficiently
to allow the springs to clear the axle spring pads.

(3)

Release the spring "U" bolts securing nuts and drive upwards clear of the axle spring pads. It may be expedient under
certain conditions to remove the road wheel to assist this operation.

( 4)

Compress the front shock absorbers to free the spring saddles, remove the saddles.

(5)

Release the nuts securing the shackle pin caps at the frame front bracket, release the rear cotter bolt nuts and remove
bolts from shackle plates, drive off both shackle plates.

(6)

Lower the axle jack to allow spring to clear front bracket. Remove the road spring from the vehicle.

(7)

Press out the pins from the spring eyes, and drive out the pin from the rear spring bracket.
Replacement of the spring is a reversal of the above operations.

Removal of the Rear Springs.

(1)

Jack the vehicle sidemembers forward of the rear axle and block securely ensuring that all weight is relieved from the
road springs.

(2)

Support the rear axle centrally with a trolley jack to allow it to be lowered eventually to clear the spring saddle plates.

(3)

Release the spring bolt securing nuts and drive the bolts upwards free of the axle saddle plates and spring brake
actuator mounting plates.
It may be expedient under certain circumstances to remove the road wheels to remove the springs.

(4)

Remove the forward bracket shackle pin cap nuts, then release the rear spring shackle link plate pin caps at the spring
eye.

(5)

lower the axle sufficiently to clear the rear spring eyes from the frame brackets, and remove the springs from the
vehicle.

(6)

Swing the shackle link forward to enable the frame bracket pin caps to be removed, drive out upper pin and remove
the shackle.

(7)

With the spring clear of the vehicle press out the shackle pins.
Re-assembly is a reversal of the above operations.
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SECTION "U"
FUEL SYSTEM
'U' 1

A fuel tank of either 25 or 35 gallons capacity is fitted to the chassis mounted securing brackets on the offside sidemember forward of the rear wheels and these tanks can be fitted with fuel capacity gauges.
The filler cap is of the spring lipped type and is fitted with a retaining chain.
A bowl-less sedimenteris fitted to the outside of the forward tank securing bracket and the fuel cut-off valve is fitted to
an adaptor at this sedimenter. This valve is accessible through a body side panel trap.
Leyland Engine
The fuel inlet pipe to the engine continues inside the frame sidemember to a flexible connection at the gearbox support
bracket for the clutch slave cylinder. Thence under the rear engine crossmember to the fuel lift pump connection at the fuel
injection pump.
From the lift pump outlet the fuel pipe continues to the twin engine mounted filters then to the injection pump.
The return dribble pipe feeds into a three way connection with a small bore pipe to the filter, and the tank return pipe
via a flexible connection from the rear of the cylinder head to a rearward pipe inside the frame sidemember. This pipe is
fitted with a frame connector and to the tank inlet through a short flexible connection.
Perkins Engine
The initial inlet feed from the tank to the engine fuel lift pump is similar to that described above.
The inlet feed continues from the lift pump to the single filter mounted on a bracket secured to the rear of the cylinder
head, and from this filter to the D.P.A. pump inlet connection.
A return fuel pipe is fitted from the D.P.A. fuel injection pump to the filter. A further gallery dribble pipe is fitted to
the injector line connecting to a non-return valve at No. 6 cylinder injector.
From this valve a small bore pipe returns to the engine filter and the tank return fuel pipe connects to a flexible
connection adjacent to the fllter. From this connection a pipe continues rearwards inside the frame sidemember to a frame
connection, through the frame at this connector and to the tank inlet via a small flexible pipe.
The Burgess air cleaner is fitted to the outside of the offside sidemember at a position to the rear of the front wheels.
An air protective shield has been fitted to the cleaner.
On the Leyland engine a short hose connection joins the cleaner to the induction manifold and a further small bore
pipe is fitted between the cleaner and the engine air compressor inlet.
On the Perkins engine a vacuflex pipe connects the air cleaner to the engine intake, a small rubber cap ferrule secured
by a hose clip seals the small bore outlet.
Note:

All fuel and air filters should be serviced in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

Ul.3

EXHAUST SYSTEM

f"

In view of the engine installation position the exhaust system comprises the silencer box and two exhaust pipes.
The primary pipe is a combined flexible and rigid tube assembly with a flange fitting at the engine exhaust manifold.
The tubular section is then secured to a gearbox support plate, rearwards of this the flexible section continues to the silencer
box. The silencer is supported to chassis sidemember by two angle straps. The tail pipe continues rearwards parallel to the
frame finally sweeping to a right angled position forward of the rear offside wheels and is supported by an angle strap
secured to the rear spring front bracket.

Ul.S

SECTION "L"
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
'L' 1

The 24 volt electrical system uses C.A.V. A.C. equipment of 31 amp output, 140 amp. hr.lead acid batteries can be provided for frame mounting.
As an alternative twin alternator equipment can be fitted.
The starter motor and the alternator are engine mounted and are accessible through the body engine floor trap.
The control panel and switch panel are incorporated in the cab and access is available through the detachable front and
offside front body panels.
Where vehicles are fitted with semi-automatic gearboxes provision is made for the inhibition of the engine starter when a
gear is engaged, or when the engine is running.

Ll.3
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from the multi~plate clutches and cause the top
speed piston to travel further before a successful
gear change is made. A point will be reached
therefore, when the top speed clutch will cease to
operate.

15. Remove the clutch springs and pins (58).
16. Remove the inner and outer clutch plates (9)
(I 1), the clutch inner member and split ring.

17. Remove the sub-assembly of the 4th speed sunwheel (16), the 4th speed brake drum (12) and the
bush (55).

18. Remove the sub-assembly of the 4th speed gear
train (15), 3rd speed annulus (14) and 4th speed
planets, together with the bushes (3).

FIG. IS.

ASSEMBLY STAND FOR THE BOTTOM COVER

To Remove the Gearcase from the Bottom Cover

1.

Rem~ve the nuts which secure the cover to the

gearcase.
2.

Note: It is essential to keep the parts m sets for
reassembly to their respective brake bands.

Remove the gearcase, leaving the bottom cover
complete with the brakes, brake actuating
mechanism and the air cylinders.

To Remove the Brake Bands

3.

Press down the top of each brake band to remove
the hooks (12). (26).

4.

Remove the split pins from the internal band
link pins and extract the pins.

5.

Lift the bands away, ensuring that precautions have
been taken to prevent the centraliser springs from
flying out.

Note: Refer to Fig. 16 when dismantling and reassembling the brake bands.

1. Unscrew the adjuster nut (8) from each adjuster
mechanism, using Service Tool Part LC134.
2.

Support the adjuster ring (21), table (18) and the
thrust pad (2) as the adjuster nut leaves the thread
of the pull rod (24).

Remove the coarse wire mesh filter, and wash clean
in a suitable solvent. Clean all sediment from the
bottom cover.

6

5
M 932
FIG. 14.

I.
1.
3.
4.
]0-C

A METHOD OF SKIMMING THE BRAKE LININGS

Chuck jaw.
Distance piece.
Internal brake band.
External brake band.

5, Brake linings.

6. Jig the same diameter as the
brake drum.
7. Suitable cutting tool.

REFERENCE

4-14-16
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To Reline the Brake Bands
The necessity for relining the brakes is usually shown
by the pull rod protruding from the top of the adjuster
nut.
To separate the internal band from the external band,
simply prise the free end of the band inwards and
upwards with a screwdriver.
After relining, the lug on the internal band is led
through its slot in the external band, the free end again
pushed towards the centre, when the band will slip
easily into position.

L EY L A N D

W 0 R K S H 0 P M A N U A L=--_----=-:
A-=0-=-5-=-7-=-2

Using a jig having the same diameter as the brake drum,
mount the bands on the jig with the internal bands
against the distance piece; tap square and clamp the
ends of the external band firmly. Skim the linings as
close to the jig as possible, Fig. 14.
Remove the distance piece and reverse the bands in the
jig; tap square, clamp the band firmly and skim the
remainder of the liner to the same depth as the previous
cut, ensuring that no step is evident. This is important
to ensure even wear on the brake linings.
Alternatively, the brake bands can be replaced as
a service exchange item, fully machined.

To Skim the Brake Linings
To Replace the Brake Bands
The brake linings are skimmed to ensure an even
grip on the brake drum: the finest possible skim however
must be taken to preserve the long life of the linings.

Note: Ensure that the adjuster nuts are an easy fit on
the pull rod threads.

--- __j
FIG. 16. SECTION THROUGH THE 1st SPEED GEAR (brake OFF)
SHOWING REVERSE SPEED MECHANISM (brake ON)
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Shaft.
Thrust pad.
Tail pin.
Adjuster ring.
Operating lever.
Piston rod.
Adjuster spring,
Adjuster nut.
Adjuster table.
Adjuster screw.
Locknut.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Hook.
Link pin,
Brake liner.
Brake band.
Locknut.
Adjuster screw.
Adjuster table.
Adjuster spring.
Adjuster nut.
Adjuster ring.
Tail pin,

23.
24.
25,
26.
27.
18.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Dipstick.
Pull rod.
Thrust pad.
Hook.
Cam roller.
Cam roller race.
Operating lever.
Bearing pin.
Shaft.
Piston rod.
Piston return spring.

34.
35.
36.
37,
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Cylinder liner.
Piston seal.
Guide plate.
Piston.
Adapter, inner.
Piston seal.
0-ring.
Adapter, outer.
Restrictor valve.
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1.

Insert the springs in the centralisers and compress
each spring in turn and pass the ears of the bands
over them.

2.

Secure each external band with the link pins and
fit the split pins.

3.

Compress each external band and engage the
brake hooks (12).

4.

Fit the pull rods (24) thrust pads (25}, adjuster
tables (18) and automatic adjusters, complete,
Fig. 18.

GROUP

FIG. 17.
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COMPLETE ASSEMBLY OF THE BOTTOM COVER

Note: On 4-speed gearboxes the Ist speed cylinder is
blanked off, Fig. 18, and spacers used to substitute the
brake band and linkage.

To Replace the Gearcase

1.

Smear the faces of the gearcase and bottom cover
with jointing compound, and fit a new joint.

2. Place the gearcase on the bottom cover and replace
the nuts and washers which secure the gearcase
to the bottom cover.
FIG.

18.

FITTING

Important Note: In the event of a damaged gearcase
or bearing housing (35) or where the gearcase variation
has not been stamped in the position shown in Fig. 18,
the procedure is as follows:

a.

A.

THE

GEARCASE TO THE
COVER

BOTTOM

Gearcase variation figure.

Stand the gearcase on a suitable flat surface.
Temporarily fit the rear end cover and using
service tool Part LCI28 as shown in Fig. 19,
measure the gap between the flat surface and the
base of the gauge leg; the gap should be 0·020 in.
(0·5 I mm.). Any variation from this figure IS
taken as plus ( +) or minus {-).
That is, a reading of 0·025 in.= +0·005 in.
(0·635 mm.= +0·127 mm.)
or
a reading of 0·015 in.= -0·005 in.
(0·380 mm.= -0·127 mm.)

M2660

3

b.

JO- C

Suitably record the vanahon by stamping the
appropriate symbol and figure on the gearcase
at the position shown in Fig. 18.

FIG. 19.

I.
2.

CHECKING THE GEARCASE HEIGHT

Height 1auge.
Gearcase.

J.
4.
5.

Gearcase height variation.
Base plate.
Rear end cover.
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TO REASSEMBLE THE RUNNING GEAR

Refer to Fig. 42 during the assembly operation.

1.

Place the input shaft (76) in the assembly stand,
Fig. 20 and fit the bush (3).

2.

Fit the sub-assembly of the 4th speed gear train
(15) which comprises the 3rd speed annulus and
the 4th speed planets. Fit the bush (55).

3.

Fit the sub-assembly of the 4th speed sunwheel
(16) and the 4th speed brake drum (12). Fit the
bushes (55) and (3).

4.

Fit the split ring, the sub-assembly of the clutch
inner member and position the inner and outer
clutch plates (9) and (11) alternately. It is advisable
to smear the faces of the clutch plates with oil to
prevent initial sticking.

FIG. 20. THE INPUT SHAFT IN ASSEMBLY STAND

FIG. 21.

FIG. 22.

FITTING THE 4th SPEED BRAKE DRUM

FITTING THE TOP SPEED CLUTCH PLATES

]0-C
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5.

Place in position the clutch springs and insert a pin
(58) into each spring, Fig. 23.

6.

Smear light oil on the input shaft (76) and fit the
of the clutch sliding panel (6) and
trunnion ring {5), Fig. 24. Press the assembly
down and insert the spring clip (77).

G R 0 U P_ 4_ __c_
R E F E R E N C E 4- I 4- I .9

sub~assembly

Note: The bearing (1) on the clutch sliding panel is
of the angular~contact type, and if the bearing has
been removed it must be reassembled in the position
shown.
FIG. 23.

7.

Fit the clutch housing or front cover to which are
fitted the 5th speed piston (70) and clutch pivot pin,
Figs. 25 and 26.

8.

Fit the sleeve and the oil pump driving gear (80).

9.

Smear the face of the end cover with jointing
compound, the sub~assembly of the input flange
mud flinger {74), oil seal (81), housing (83), bearing
{73), housing (84) can now· be fitted to the clutch
housing.

FIG. 24.

FITTING THE PINS TO EACH SPRING

THE SUB-ASSEMBLY OF THE CLUTCH SLIDING
PANEL AND TRUNNION RING

Alternatively, the oil pump drive gear, the sub~
assembly of the input coupling flange, mud flinger
(74) oil seal (81 ), housing (83), bearing and housing,
can be assembled in the front cover or clutch
housing, prior to fitting to the input shaft, Figs.
25 and 26.
When assembling the front cover, insert the bolts
{75) into each hole in the coupling flange before
pressing on the bearing and mud flinger.

10. Fit the seal ring, the washer (78) and the nut {79)
but do not tighten.
JO-C

FIG. 25.

FITTING THE FRONT COVER ASSEMBLY
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11. Reverse the assembly in the stand or, when
referring to clutch housing application, on to
a suitable flat surface.

12. Fit the sub-assembly of the 3rd speed gear train (17)
which comprises the 4th speed annulus {13) the
3rd speed planets and the 2nd speed annulus (18).
IG~
FIG. 26.

Fig. 27.

FITTING THE CLUTCH HOUSING ASSEMBLY

13. Fit the adjusting washer (53): see Technical Data.

Note: This washer may need replacing if the
correct end Boat is not obtained when the gauge
Part LC 128 is applied at a later stage.

FIG. 27.

FITTING THE SUB·ASSEMBLY OF THE lrd SPEED
GEAR TRAIN

14. Fit the bushes (50) and (31) on the input shaft.

M919
FIG. 28.

FITTING THE OUTPUT SHAFT AND 2nd SPEED
PLANETS

15. Fit the sub-assembly of the 2nd speed gear train
which comprises the output shaft (38) and the
2nd speed planets, Fig. 28.
]0-C
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16. Fit the bush (52).

5~speed

17a.

gearbox.

Fit the sub-assembly of the I st speed gear train
(23), which comprises the Ist speed planets, Fig. 29.

M.1648
FIG. 19.

b.

4~speed

FITTING THE SUB-ASSEMBLY OF THE 1st SPEED
PLANETS

gearbox.

Fit the coupling member, Fig 30.

18. Fit the bush (49}.

FIG. 30.

THE COUPLING MEMBER IN POSITION

19. Fit the sleeve (47) for the reverse speed sun wheel,
Fig. 31.

20. Fit the assembly of the reverse speed sunwheel
(30) to which the two bushes (46) have been fitted,
Fig. 32.

M.l680
FIG. 31.

] 0-C

FITTING THE SLEEVE FOR THE REVERSE SPEED
SUNWHEEL
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21. Fit the I st speed annulus (24), Fig. 33.
(5-speed gearboxes only).

22. Fit the bush (48).
24. Fit the sub-assembly of the reverse speed gear
train (28).
Fit the speedometer worm wheel (42) and conical
distance washer (41).
Fit the length gauge Part LCI28 in position,
Fig. 35.

Clutch Housing Assembly
Allowance= +0·003 to -0·0 17 m. (+0·08 to
-0·43 mm.)
M.IG49
FIG. 32.

Front Cover Assembly

FITTING THE REVERSE SPEED SUN GEAR

----,

l

Allowance= + 0·015 to -0·005 m. (+0-38 to
0·127 mm).
The gearcase height has been measured during assembly or as described on Reference 4-14-7, and the
variation stamped on the gearbox Fig. 19, having
the symbol -i-(plus) or -(minus) followed by a number
indicating the variation in thousandths of an inch from
a gearcase of standard length.
Example, +5=PLUS 0·005 in.
-4=MINUS 0·004 in.
The plus or minus is added to or subtracted from the
clearance allowance when using gauge Part LC128
That is, if a reading of +5 on the gearcase is added to
the +0·003 to -0·017 in. the correct end float is
+ 0·008 to -0·012 in. and similarly -4 on the gearcase
will give a correct end float of --0·001 to - 0·021 in.

FIG. 33.

M910

The minus reading is taken by inserting feeler gauges
between the bridge piece of the gauge and the conical
distance washer, Fig. 35.

M.iGSO

The plus reading is taken by inserting feeler gauges
between the clutch housing or front cover and the base
of the gauge leg, Fig. 36.

FITTING THE 1st SPEED ANNULUS

If the gap exceeds the above limits, a washer
(53) higher in the thickness range (see Technical
Data) should be fitted until a satisfactory reading
is obtained.
Note: To strip down the running gear back to
operation 13 is a reversal of the assembly procedure.
When the correct end float has been obtained,
remove the speedometer worm wheel and conical
distance washer.
25. Fit the bush (45).
26. Fit the reverse speed annulus (24).

FIG. 34.

FITTING THE SUB-ASSEMBLY OF THE REVERSE
SPEED PLANETS

27. Fit the intermediate bearing inner ring and rollers.
The bearing outer ring being fitted to the bearing
housing.
JO-C
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FIG. 36.

FIG. 35.

CHECKING THE PLUS READING

CHECKING THE MINUS READING

28. Paint the mating faces of the front cover or clutch
housing and gearbox casing, with a jointing corn~
pound and lower the assembly over the running
gear, Fig. 39.
29. Ensure the correct location of the studs in the
mating holes in the front cover or clutch housing;
fit the nuts and tighten securely.
30. Fit the oil muff (43), speedometer worm wheel
(42) and the conical distance washer (41).

31. Paint the face of the gearbox casing with jointing
compound and fit the sub~assembly of the bearing
(40), housing (35), oil seal (39), mud fliriger (34)
and the output coupling flange (32). Tighten the
nuts which secure the sub-assembly to the gearbox
casmg.

'<1.\GSI

FIG. 37.

32. Fit the rubber seal ring, washer and nut (40), but
do not tighten.

5-SPEED RUNNING GEAR WITH FRONT COVER
ASSEMBLY

33. Fit the speedometer complete.
35. Fit the union to the oil muff (43).
36. Fit the oil pump assembly, Fig. 7, to the clutch
housing or front cover, ensuring that the joint is in
position.
37. Place the gearbox in the horizontal position and
couple up the oil pipes.
38. Lock the reverse and 4th speed brake bands to
enable the nuts which secure the flanges to be
tightened.
39. Tighten the flange nuts by using a torsion spanner
set to 350 lbf ft. (48·4 kgf m).
Alternatively, the driving flange can be held
stationary by the C-spanner Part 400174, thus
enabling the correct torque to be applied to the nut.
]0 - C

FIG. 38.

4-SPEED RUNNING GEAR WITH CLUTCH
HOUSING ASSEMBLY
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Key to Fig. 41.
I. Bearing.
1. Bearing housing.
3. Bush.
4. Oil pump feed pipe.
5, Trunnion ring.
6. Sliding panel.
7. Rivet.
B. Oil filter.
9. Clutch plate (outer).
10. Oil filter retaining bolt.
11. Clutch plate (inner).
ll. Fourth speed brake drum.
13. Fourth speed annulus.
14. Third speed annulus.
IS. Fourth speed gear train.
16. Fourth speed sunwheel (sub-assembly).
17. Third speed gear train .
18. Second speed annulus.
19. Second speed gear train.
20. Gearcase.
21. Reverse speed cylinder.
21. First speed annulus.
23. first speed gear train.
Note: Items 22 and 23, are substituted by a
coupling member on four speed
gearboxes.
'-<

'?

n

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Reverse speed annulus.
Speedometer transmitter.
Speedometer oil seal housing.
Speedometer pinion.
Reverse speed gear train.
Oil seal.
Reverse speed sunwheel.
Bush.
Output nange.
Oil seal housing.
Mud nin11er.
Bearing housing.
Washer.
Nut.
Output shaft.
Oil seal.
Bearing.
Conical washer.
Speedometer worm wheel .
Oil muff.
Intermediate bearing.
Bush.
Bushes.
Bu•h.
Bush.
Bush.

50. Bush.
51 . First speed cylinder
(blanlced off on 4·speed gear!:10xes).
52. Bush.
53. Adjusting washer.
54. Second speed cylinder.
55. Bushes.
56. Clutch spring.
57. Third speed cylinder.
58. Clutch pin.
59. Fourth speed cylinder.
60. Pivot pin.
61. Filler plug and washe-r.
62. Piston seals.
63. Drain plug and wa5.her
64. Fifth speed adapter.
65. Cylinder cover.
66. Piston rod.
67. Operating lever.
68. Pin.
69. Cylinder liner.
70. Piston, fifth speed.
71. Spring.
72. Plate.
73. Bearinc.
74. Mud ninger.

0
Bolt.
Input shaft.
Spring clip.
Washer.
n. Nut.
80. Oil pump and P.T.O. drive gear.
81. Oil seal.
82. Peg.
83. Oil seal housing.
84. Bearing housing.
85. Front cover.
Note: The same internal parts are used when
a dutch housing is fitted.
86. Gear.
87. Oil pump gears.
88. Bearing.
89. Oil pump housing.
75.
76.
77.
78.
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FIG. 43.
I.
2.
3.
4.
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DETAILS OF THE RUNNING GEAR-S SPEED GEARBOX
5.
6a
7.
8.

2nd speed planets.
Output shaft.
1st speed carrier plate.
1st speed planets.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Bush.
Reverse speed sunwheel.
1st speed annulus.
Reverse speed planets.

Reverse speed annulus.
Oil muff.
Speedometer worm wheel.
Distance washer.

T
I

\

\

\

\

2
FIG. 44.
I. Input shaft,
2. Split ring.

3

4

5

6

DETAILS OF THE RUNNING GEAR
3. Bush, lrd speed sunwheel.
4. Bush, Jrd speed sunwheel.

5. Bush, front.
6. Bush, rear.

KEY TO ADDITIONAL OR ALTERNATIVE PARTS INCLUDED IN GB 350. Figs 47 and 48,

a.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
166.
167.
168.

1st speed planets.
Inner race.
Bearing roller.
Planet carrier.
Carrier plate.
Rivet.
Distance piece.
1st speed annulus,
Bush.
Bush.

255.
256.
257.
258.
259,
260.

Adjuster table.
Table pin.
Adjuster ring.
Pin for adjuster ring.
Adjuster nut.
Adjuster spring, external
type.
Note: The above type of
adjuster is also used on
GB.340.

313.
314.
315.
316.

End piece.
End piece.
Strip.
Cylinder block cover.
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KEY TO FIGS. 45 to 48. EXPLODED V IEWS OF GEARBOX

I. 4th speed sunwheel and brake drum
sub-assembly.
IASpeedometer drive shaft.
2. Housing.
3. Thrust washer.
4. Circlip.
5. Oil seal.
6. Instrument drive housine.
7. Joint.
8. Driving member.
9.
I0.
11.
IS.

Coupling member.
Distance piece.
Rivet.
Planet pinion.

16. Planet pinion inner race.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21 ..
22.
23.
24.
25.
16.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50,
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
B.ol.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101 .
102.
I 03.
I 04.
105.
106.
107.
108.
I 09,
110.
Ill.
112.
Ill.
114.

Planet rollers.
Spacing collar.
lnd speed carrier plate.
Plate.
Distance piece.
Rivet.
Rivet.
Output shaft.
Planet pinion.
Planet pinion inner race.
Planet rollers.
Spacing collar.
4th speed annulus.
2nd speed annulus.
Distance piece.
Rivet.
Rivet.
Planet pinion.
Planet pinion inner race.
Planet rollers.
Spacing collars.
lrd speed annulus,
Plate.

Distance piece.
Rivet,
Rivet,
Planet pinion.
Planet pinion inner race.
Planet roller.
Spacing collar.
Reverse carrier.
Reverse carrier plate.
Distance piece.
Rivet.
Clutch inner member.
Rear clutch plate.
Rivet.
Screwed plug.
Clutch sliding panel.
Plate.
Rivet.
Trunnion ring.
Stud.
Inner clutch plate.
Outer clutch plate.
Spring.
Pin.
Bearing.
Clutch bearing housing.
Clutch actuating pin.
Nut.
Circlip.
Operating lever.
Rod.
Pin.
Front end cover or clutch housing.
Stud.
Oil pump casing.
Oil pump cover.
Dowel ring.
Pump drive shaft and gear.
Spindle.
Gear, driven.
Bearing.
Woodruff key.
Gear drive.
Nut.
Washer.
Split pin.
Bolt,
Setscrew.
Washer.
Gearcasa.
Stud.
Stud.
Stud.
Stud.
Insert wire.
Insert wire.
Plate.
Plug.
Circlip.
Element guide.
Gasket.
Washer.
Spring.
Element seal.
Filter element.
Seal.
Seal.
Element guide.
Sump.
Centre bolt.
Circlip.
Pump seal.
Washer.
Valve, spring.
Ball valve.
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115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
Ill.
I 31.
Ill.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140,
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154,
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
191.
192.
In.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
102.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.

Valve body.
Pipe.
Pipe.
Pipe.
Breather sub-assembly.
Pipe.
Dipstick.
Input shaft.
Pin.
Plug.
Split ring.
Seal ring.
Flange.
Bolt.
Mud flinger.
Housin1, input oil seal.
Oil seal.
Housing, input bearing.
Input bearing.
Power take-off and pump-gear.
Distance piece.
Bush.
Bush.
Oil muff.
0-ring.
0-ring.
Joint.
Bush.
Bush.
Reverse speed annulus.
Bush.
Reverse speed sunwheel.
Bush.
Sleeve.
Bearing.
Adjuster washer.
Washer.
Nut.
Split pin.
Rear end cover.
Distance washer.
Output bearing.
Output oil seal housin&•
Oil seal.
Mud flincer.
Output couplinc flange.
Seal ring.
Speedometer drive gear.
Plug.
Bush.
Plate.
Piston.
Retainine ring.
Cylinder liner.
Plate.
Return spring.
Seal.
0-ring.
0-ring.
Pivot pin.
Cover plate, first speed.
Cover plate, second speed.
Cover plate, third speed.
Cover plate, fourth speed.
Cover plate, reverse speed.
Drain plug.
Washer.
Adapter.
Housing.
Restrictor, first, second and
reverse speed.
Restrictor, third and fourth
speed.
Adaptor.
Washer.
o .. ring, first and reverse speed.
o .. ring, second speed.
0-ring, third speed.
0-ring, fourth speed.
0-ring, first and reverse speed.
O·ring, second speed.
0-ring, third speed.
0-ring, fourth opeed.
Inspection cover.
Joint.
Joint.
Dowel.
Dowel.
Joint.
Drain plug.
Washer.
Setscrew.
Washer.
Washer.
Oil filler plug.
Washer.
Magnetic plur.
Washer.
Adapter.
Seal.
Adapter.
Seal.
Liftinc eye.
Nameplate.
Screw.
Nut.
Washer.
Nut.
Washer.
Nut.
Washer.
Nut.
Washer.

232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240,
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
251.
151.
253,
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
See
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
267.
268.
270.
271 .
277..
273.
274.
275.
276.
277.
279.
280.
281.
282.
284.
285.
286.
287.
288.
289.
290.
291.
292.
293.
294.
295.
296.
297.
198.
299.
lOO.
301.
302.
303.
304.
305.
306.
307.
308.
309.

310.
311.
312.
316.
317.
318.
319.
320.
321.
322.
323.
324.
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.
330.
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
336.
337.
338.
339.
340.
341,
342.
343.
344.
345.
346.
347.
348.

Nut.
Washer,
Bolt.
Bolt.
Bolt.
Washer.
Bolt.
Washer.
Bolt.
Bolt.
Washer.
Washer.
Bolt.
Washer.
Screw.
Bolt.
Washer,
Brake band.
Brake liner, external.
Brake liner, internal.
Brake band, internal.
Retain ing plate.
Roller.
Ring, automatic adjuster.
Nut, automatic adjuster.
Sprina automatic adjuster.
Circllp.
Fie. 48 for alternative type of adjuster
Outer race.
Inner race.
Needle roller.
Dowel.
Pin.
Adjustin& screw.
Tail pin.
Shaft.
Shaft.
Pin.
Pull rod.
Pin.
Centraliser spring.
Guide plate,
Piston rod.
Piston rod bearin& pin.
Circlip.
Adjuster table.
Thrust pad.
Operating lever.
Piston return aprinc, second speed.
Piston return spring, third speed.
Piston return spring, fourth opeed.
Piston return sprina, reverse speed.
Piston, reverse speed.
Piston, second speed.
Piston, third speed.
Piston, fourth speed.
Cylinder liner, reverse speed.
Cylinder liner, second speed.
Cylinder liner, third speed.
Cylinder liner, fourth speed.
Retaining ring, reverse speed.
Retaining ring, second speed.
Retaining ring, third speed.
Retaining ring, fourth speed.
Split pin.
Split pin.
Nut.
Washer.
Split pin.
Nut.
External distributor seal, reverse
speed.
External distributor seal, second
speed.
External distributor seal, third speed
External distributor seal , fourth
speed.
Cover.
Stud.
Filter.
Cover.
Cover.
Link.
Eyebolt.
Eyebolt.
Centraliser.
Central iser.
Central iser rod, long.
Centraliser rod, short.
Hook, rear.
Hook, front.
Rod.
Distance piece.
Distance p iece.
Distance piece.
Distance piece.
Distance piece.
Distance piece.
Distance piece.
Distance piece.
Distance piece.
Dowel.
Split p i n.
Split pin.
Nut.
Waoher.
Nut.
Washer,
Setscrew.
Washe r.
Bolt.
Washe r.
Bolt.
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To Adjust the Top Speed Piston Travel

1.

Remove the top speed cylinder cover.

2. Slide out the piston and remove the spring.
3.

Insert and push the piston into the cylinder until
the clearance has been taken up under normal hand
pressure. Measure the distance between the face of
the piston and the lip of the liner, Fig. 49. Check
the measurement against the figure given in Data.

4.

Remove the piston and pull out the end of the push
rod.

5. Fit the relevant thickness washers to bring the
length to within the limits given in Data; no more
than two washers should be used. Re-position the
push rod end and the piston, and check the measurement as previously described.

6.

FIG. 49.

A.

CHECKING THE PISTON TRAVEL

Length to be measured.

]0-C

B.

Distance washers.

Remove the piston; fit the spring; re-position the
piston and £t the cylinder cover.

The gearbox is now ready for installation and after
lubrication, and re-setting the brake bands, should be
tested under normal road and load conditions.

